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Abstract. Let (M,ωM ) be a monotone or negatively monotone symplectic manifold, or a Wein-
stein manifold. One can construct an “action” of H1(M,Gm) on the Fukaya category (wrapped
Fukaya category in the exact case) that reflects the action of Symp0(M,ωM ) on the set of La-
grangian branes. A priori this action is only analytic. The purpose of this work is to show the
algebraicity of this action under some assumptions.

We use this to prove a tameness result for the sheaf of Lagrangian Floer homology groups
obtained by moving one of the Lagrangians via global symplectic isotopies. We also show the
algebraicity of the locus of z ∈ H1(M,Gm) that fix a Lagrangian brane in the Fukaya category.
The latter has applications to Lagrangian flux. Finally, we prove a statement in mirror symmetry:
in the Weinstein case, assume that M is mirror to an affine or projective variety X, that there exists
an exact Lagrangian torus L ⊂ M such that H1(M) → H1(L) is surjective, and that L is sent to
a smooth point of x ∈ X under the mirror equivalence. Then we construct a Zariski chart of X
containing x, that is isomorphic to H1(L,Gm), and such that other points of this chart correspond
to non-exact deformations of L (possibly equipped with unitary local systems). In particular, this
implies rationality of the irreducible component containing x; however, it is stronger.

Under our assumptions, one can construct an algebraic action of H1(M,Gm), namely the action
by non-unitary local systems. By combining techniques from family Floer homology and non-
commutative geometry, we prove that this action coincides with the geometric action mentioned in
the first paragraph. We use this to deduce the theorems above.
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1. Introduction

1.1. Motivation. Let (M,ωM ) be a closed symplectic manifold. Then, there exists a natural group
homomorphism

(1.1) Flux : S̃ymp0/H̃am0 → H1(M,R)

Key words and phrases. Algebraic torus actions, family Floer homology, Lagrangian flux, affine torus charts,
homological mirror symmetry.
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2 YUSUF BARIŞ KARTAL

called the flux map. Here, S̃ymp0 denote the universal cover of the identity component of

Symp(M,ωM ), and H̃am0 is the preimage of Hamiltonian diffeomorphisms under the covering
map. This map is an isomorphism by Banyaga’s theorem. Let L be a Lagrangian submanifold.
One can define a family of Lagrangians

(1.2) {φ1(L) : [{φt}] ∈ S̃ymp0 lifts φ1 ∈ Symp0(M,ωM )}

parametrized by S̃ymp0; hence, a family of Lagrangians parametrized by H1(M,R), which is well-
defined only up to Hamiltonian isotopy. The purpose of this article is to explore properties of this
family over H1(M,R), when M is monotone, negatively monotone or exact.

Let Lag denote the set of closed Lagrangians up to Hamiltonian isotopy. Lag carries a natural
topology, and it can be endowed with a (local) integral affine structure, where the coordinates are
given by action coordinates (see [KS06] for a special case). Moreover, Symp0 action on Lag induces

an action of S̃ymp0, and thus of H1(M,R). The family above can be seen as the orbit map of
L ∈ Lag, and this is an affine map H1(M,R)→ Lag. Similarly, one can also consider the moduli of
Lagrangians endowed with unitary local systems, denoted by Lag+. By [Fuk01], this moduli space
carries a local analytic structure. Then, the extended symplectomorphism group (i.e. the group of
symplectomorphisms and unitary local systems) modulo Hamiltonians act on Lag+, inducing an
analogous H1(M,Gm)-action on Lag+. Denote the action of z ∈ H1(M,Gm) by φz. This action
is (locally) analytic. Similar to above, one can define a family of Lagrangians endowed with local
systems parametrized by H1(M,Gm), which can be thought as an analytic family.

The questions this article tries to answer are about the complexity of the families over H1(M,R)
and H1(M,Gm). These families are a priori affine/analytic, and our main results can be seen as
algebraicity of these families. As we will see, it will have implications to growth of Floer homology
groups, generalizing the results of [Kar20], as well as to the flux group of Lagrangians in monotone
or negatively monotone symplectic manifolds. We also use it to prove a result in homological mirror
symmetry for exact symplectic manifolds.

Even thought the local structures of Lag and Lag+ are easy to describe, these spaces are hard to
work with. To our knowledge, they do not have nice constructions analogous to moduli of sheaves
in algebraic geometry, and they do not form Artin stacks. Therefore, we prefer to replace them by
“moduli of objects” in the Fukaya category. These moduli can be described as stacks as in [TV07],
and under some assumptions on the category, they are relatively tame. However, we will avoid
the use of their language and treat “moduli of objects” as heuristics, and refer to its “functor of
points”. More precisely, we will use families of objects/modules over the Fukaya category, and use
this as an algebraic replacement for families of Lagrangians. The approach via Fukaya categories
will allow us to apply techniques of homological algebra and non-commutative geometry.

Therefore, we study the continuous dynamics on the Fukaya category. One expects an analytic
action of H1(M,Gm) on the Fukaya category, by family Floer homology [Abo14]. However, this
action is often not “algebraic”. For instance, if M = E is an elliptic curve, then its Fukaya category
is derived equivalent to DbCoh(E∨), where E∨ is the dual elliptic curve and the action of one of
the cocharacters of H1(M,Gm) = G2

m translates as the the action of Gm via uniformization. This
action is clearly non-algebraic. Fix x ∈ E∨ and consider the sheaf RHom(Oz.x,Ox), z ∈ Gm

over Gm. This sheaf has 0 dimensional, but infinite support in Gm; hence, it is only an analytic
coherent sheaf. The result translates to the mirror dual torus analogously. Geometrically, the
subgroup R ⊂ Gm acts by rotation in fixed direction (which is extended to a Gm-action by unitary
local systems), and the integral points Z ⊂ R ⊂ Gm correspond to iterates of the full rotation.
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Therefore, if L = L′ is a simple non-separating curve orthogonal to the direction of the rotation,
then the rank of HF (φz(L), L′), z ∈ Gm ⊂ H1(E,Gm) is 0 outside the subgroup Z ⊂ Gm, and it is
2 at the points of this subgroup.

1.2. Algebraicity of the sheaf of Floer homologies. Our first goal is to show that this does
not happen in the monotone, negatively monotone, or exact case under some assumptions. More
precisely,

Theorem 1.1. Let L,L′ ⊂ M be tautologically unobstructed closed Lagrangian branes. Then,
there exists a finite complex of algebraic coherent sheaves over H1(M,Gm) whose restriction at
z ∈ H1(M,Gm) has cohomology isomorphic to HF (L, φz(L

′)).

Assumption 1.2. If M is closed, then it is monotone or negatively monotone, non-degenerate,
and its Fukaya category F(M) is generated by a set of Bohr-Sommerfeld monotone Lagrangians.
If M is open, then it is Weinstein.

If we do not specify whether M is closed, resp. exact, then the phrase “Fukaya category” refers
to compact Fukaya category, resp. wrapped Fukaya category (or generating subcategories). We
define Fukaya category and Floer homology over the Novikov field Λ = C((TR)). The notation
Gm also refers to the multiplicative group over Λ. Any z ∈ H1(M,Gm) splits as “z = T valT zz0”,
where valT z ∈ H1(M,R) is obtained by componentwise application of T -adic valuation and z0 ∈
H1(M,UΛ), the set of “unitary classes”. Let α be a closed 1-form representing valT z such that the
corresponding symplectic vector field Xα (defined by ιXαωM = −α in our conventions) is complete
with flow φtα. Let ξz0 denote the unitary local system corresponding to z0. We define the action of
φz on the brane (L, ξ) by φz(L, ξ) = (φ1

α(L), ξ⊗ ξz0). The only ambiguity is in the choice of 1-form
α, but different choices result in Hamiltonian isotopic branes. In particular, the Floer homology is
well-defined.

Theorem 1.1 can be seen as a tameness result for the family Floer sheaf (where one restricts to
Lagrangians deformed by some φz). In particular, it implies,

Corollary 1.3. There exists a non-empty Zariski open subset of H1(M,Gm) on which the rank of
HF (L, φz(L

′)) is constant.

More generally,

Corollary 1.4. The set of z ∈ H1(M,Gm) at which the rank of HF (L, φz(L
′)) is at least k forms a

closed algebraic subvariety of H1(M,Gm), for any k. Therefore, constant rank loci of HF (L, φz(L
′))

form an algebraic stratification of H1(M,Gm).

Theorem 1.1 can be used to strengthen one of the main results of [Kar20]. [Kar20, Theorem 1.1]
states that under Assumption 1.2, for any φ ∈ Symp0(M,ω), the rank HF (L, φk(L′)) is constant
in k ∈ Z with finitely many possible exceptions. On the other hand, Theorem 1.1 implies:

Corollary 1.5. Let φtα denote the flow of a closed 1-form α. Then the rank of HF (L, φtα(L′)) is
constant in t ∈ R with finitely many possible exceptions.

Remark 1.6. [Kar20, Theorem 1.1] uses “the p-adic method” inspired by [Bel06] and [BSS17].
Even though its implication is weaker than Corollary 1.5, we also apply that technique in the non-
monotone case, under the assumption that φ is generic (see [Kar20, Theorem 1.5]). The “p-adic
method” also has the promise of being applicable without genericity of φ (in the non-monotone
case). In this case, we expect rk(HF (L, φk(L′))) to differ from an arithmetic sequence at finitely
many k ∈ Z.
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1.3. Algebraic stabilizers and the flux groups of Lagrangians. As we have explained, one
already expects to have an “analytic action of H1(M,Gm)” on the Fukaya category, and we show
algebraicity of this action. As a result, one also expects “algebraic stabilizers”. Our second main
result makes this precise. Call two objects L,L′ of the Fukaya category stably isomorphic, if L
is quasi-isomorphic to a direct summand of L′⊕q for some q � 0, and vice versa.

Theorem 1.7. Let L be a tautologically unobstructed, closed Lagrangian brane in M . Then the set
of z ∈ H1(M,Gm) such that L is stably isomorphic to φz(L) form a subtorus of H1(M,Gm) whose
Lie algebra is given by the kernel of the map H1(M,Λ)→ H1(L,Λ).

Observe that the first claim is stronger than just being an algebraic subgroup, we also claim this
subgroup is connected. Theorem 1.7 implies:

Corollary 1.8. Assume M is closed. Given φ ∈ Symp0(M,ωM ), if φ(L) is Hamiltonian isotopic
to L, then the flux of an isotopy from 1 to φ restricts to 0 on L.

Remark 1.9. Corollary 1.8 is stated for closed case due to subtleties related to flux on a non-
compact manifold. One often uses compactly generated symplectic isotopies to define this; however,
this does not suffice for our purposes.

Recall that the flux group of a monotone symplectic manifold vanishes (see [LMP98], [LO95]). The
following can be seen as a Lagrangian version of the same statement.

Corollary 1.10. Assume the map H1(M,R) → H1(L,R) is surjective. Under the assumptions
above, the flux of a Lagrangian isotopy from L to itself vanishes (this is an element of H1(L,R)).

This result may be well known, but we are not aware of it in the literature. Contrary to Corollary
1.8, it is valid in the non-compact case as well.

Before turning to the next theorem, we would like to mention the possibility that Theorem 1.7 can
be used to reprove [Ono06, Theorem 1.3], which states that if the map H1(M,R) → H1(L,R) is
surjective, then the component of L within Lag is Hausdorff.

1.4. Mirror symmetry, affine torus charts and rationality. We also study the implications
in the mirror symmetry. Namely, to construct the sheaf mentioned in Theorem 1.1, we actually
construct families of “quasi-functors” (a.k.a. bimodules) of the Fukaya category. The same family
can be used to construct “algebraic families of objects” corresponding to deformations of L by
global symplectomorphisms. In other words, this can be considered as a map from H1(M,Gm)
to the “moduli of objects”, as we mentioned above. Assume that the map H1(M,R) → H1(L,R)
is surjective. By Theorem 1.7, one can construct the map from H1(L,Gm) to the moduli (more
precisely, a family parametrized by H1(L,Gm)), and it is an injective map. Hence, this can be seen
as a construction of torus charts in the moduli of objects. Putting the heuristics aside, one can
prove the following:

Theorem 1.11. Assume M is Weinstein, L is as above and a Lagrangian torus, and H1(M,R)→
H1(L,R) is surjective. Assume M is mirror dual to a projective or affine variety X over Λ, in the
sense that the wrapped Fukaya category is Z-graded and derived equivalent to DbCoh(X). Further
assume, the equivalence maps L to a sky-scraper sheaf of a smooth point x ∈ X. Then x lies

in a Zariski chart isomorphic to H1(L,Gm) ∼= Gb1(L)
m . In particular, its irreducible component

is rational. Under the given equivalence, other points in this chart correspond to Lagrangian tori
deforming L (possibly equipped with unitary local systems) inside M .
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Our proof actually implies this claim for Fukaya-Seidel categories of Lefschetz fibrations. Note that
we need Z-grading and Z-graded equivalence.

Note 1.12. As mentioned, for the proof of Theorem 1.11, we essentially construct a map from
H1(L,Gm) to the moduli of objects, which on the mirror gives a map to the moduli of objects
of DbCoh(X). The condition that L is mirror to a point means this map hits the component
containing skyscraper sheaves; hence, it is basically a map to X. On the other hand, this condition
can be dropped in some cases. Assume X is smooth, and admits a smooth compactification X̄ such
that D = X̄ \X is an ample divisor. Also assume the pair (X̄,D) is mirror to a pair (M, f), where
f is a nice stop. In other words, DbCoh(X̄) is also equivalent to the partially wrapped Fukaya
category W(M, f), and the restriction to X on the B-side corresponds to the stop removal functor
on the A-side. Then, if L is compact and exact, [CK21, Thm 6.27, Cor 8.2] implies it corresponds
to a complex of sheaves on X with 0-dimensional cohomological support. The length of the support
is given by b0(L). Presumably, from the family above, one obtains a map from H1(L,Gm) to the
Hilbert scheme of X, and under further topological assumptions on L (at least connectedness, and
possibly that L is a homology torus), an actual map to X itself.

Note 1.13. As long as L is exact, one can construct an algebraic family of modules parametrized

by H1(L,Gm) (analogous to halgL that appears later, and essentially corresponding to twists by
non-unitary local systems). Therefore, under the conditions of Theorem 1.11, one still has a map
from H1(L,Gm) to the moduli of objects of DbCoh(X), without the surjectivity assumption on
cohomology. As remarked to us by Mohammed Abouzaid, in the exact case, the injectivity of this
map is easy and does not require surjectivity assumption on the cohomology. The major point of
Theorem 1.11 is that the deformations by non-unitary local systems are realized by flux. In other
words, the other points in the chart are realized by the Lagrangian tori deforming L (with unitary
local systems). This theorem can have applications in SYZ mirror symmetry as well.

Note 1.14. Under the assumptions of Theorem 1.11, one has not only an H1(L,Gm)-chart, but
actually an H1(L,Gm)-action on the category, where the chart is a single orbit. Up to some
technical details, this likely implies that the component of the chart is toric.

1.5. Algebraic torus actions, geometricity. The key to prove Theorem 1.1 is to construct an
algebraic action of H1(M,Gm), and to show that it coincides with the expected geometric action
by symplectomorphisms.

One can extend the Fukaya category by pairs (L, ξ|L), where L is a Lagrangian and ξ is a unitary
local system on M . The coefficients of the A∞-products are sums over the same moduli of discs;
however, each summand is twisted by a period of ξ. This does not extend beyond the unitary
case, as for a non-unitary Λ∗-local system ξ, the periods are elements of Λ∗ that may have non-
zero T -adic valuation, and Gromov compactness no longer shows the convergence of these sums.
However, the key implication of Assumption 1.2 is that the Fukaya category is split generated by
a finite collection {Li} of Lagrangians such that the coefficients of the A∞-maps are finite sums in
TE ∈ Λ. As a result, one can twist by non-unitary local systems too. By extending the Fukaya
category, by pairs (Li, ξ|Li), where ξ is a Λ∗-local system, one obtains an action of the abstract
group H1(M,Λ∗). If for z ∈ H1(M,Gm), ξz denotes the corresponding local system, the action is
by (Li, ξ|Li) 7→ (Li, ξ|Li ⊗ ξz|Li).

First thing to note here is that, this is an action in the derived sense (or in the Morita sense

to be precise). More precisely, as observed, if L̃ fails to be Bohr-Sommerfeld monotone, resp.

exact, (L̃, ξ|L̃) cannot be added to the Fukaya category. On the other hand, we have an action

on the span of {(Li, ξ)} and these generate the Fukaya category. In other words, any other L̃
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can be represented as a complex of these generators, and the action on them extends to derived
Fukaya category. To make this more precise, one uses the language of derived Morita theory: let

F(M) denote the span of {Li} and F̃(M) denote the span of {(Li, ξ)}. One has an action by
auto-equivalences on the latter. Each auto-equivalence correspond to a “graph bimodule” (c.f.

Fourier-Mukai kernels). As objects of F̃(M) can be represented as complexes of objects of F(M),
the restriction of this bimodule to the latter is not loss of information. Similarly, one can now act
on other Lagrangians, roughly by representing them as complexes of F(M) again. It is important
to note that non monotone/exact Lagrangians are unavoidable: even the non-exact deformations
of a Bohr-Sommerfeld/exact Lagrangians under global isotopies fails this property.

Let MM |z denote the bimodule corresponding to z ∈ H1(M,Gm). That this is an action can be
stated as MM |z=1 is the diagonal bimodule, and MM |z2 ⊗F(M) M

M |z1 'MM |z1z2 . Recall that the
convolution over F(M) is what corresponds to composition in the language of bimodules.

We show that this action is geometric, i.e. MM |z acts the same way as φz for all z ∈ H1(M,Gm).
Since we use actions on the derived category, it is convenient to state this using the language of
Yoneda modules. Let hL̃ denote the right Yoneda module of L̃. Then we have

Theorem 1.15 (Main abstract theorem). Given tautologically unobstructed compact Lagrangian

brane L̃

(1.3) hL̃ ⊗F(M) M
M |z ' hφz(L̃)

for all z ∈ H1(M,Gm).

When z is close to identity, we use Fukaya’s trick to prove this. To conclude Theorem 1.15 for
general z, we use the action property.

To establish algebraicity, we need to construct {MM |z : z ∈ H1(M,Gm)} as an algebraic family
of bimodules. Heuristically, one constructs an algebraic action by acting on Bohr-Sommerfeld
monotone/exact Lagrangians via “the universal rank-1 local system”. To make this more precise,
we use the notion of algebraic family of bimodules borrowed from [Sei14], and construct one MM .
The formulae defining MM are in the ring of algebraic functions of H1(M,Gm), and algebraic by
definition.

We would like to note that extension of Theorem 1.15 (and hence Theorem 1.1) to the wrapped case
meets difficulties. We use the fact that the constructed family of bimodules is proper, which fails
in the wrapped case. To overcome this difficulty, we endow M with the structure of a Lefschetz
fibration. Let W(M, f) denote the corresponding Fukaya-Seidel category. The statements such
as Theorem 1.15 hold over W(M, f), and we show that this property descends to W(M) under
stop removal functor W(M, f) → W(M). We overcome a similar technical difficulty in showing
group-action property in this way as well.

1.6. Future work. In work in progress, we aim to extend this construction to Lagrangian isotopies
(that does not necessarily come from global symplectic isotopies) by combining what is established
in this paper and the Viterbo restriction.

More precisely, assume M is Weinstein and L is exact. One can construct an algebraic family of

right modules halgL parametrized by H1(L,Gm) in a very similar way. This is essentially obtained
by deforming L by the universal non-unitary local system. As remarked above, this leads to an
injective map from H1(L,Gm) to the moduli of objects; however, the argument above does not
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prove that this deformation is realized by Lagrangian isotopies unless H1(M,Λ) → H1(L,Λ) is
surjective. In other words, the family is not a priori “geometric”. We aim to prove the geometricity
of the family over Weinstein neighborhoods that are also Liouville subdomains, and use this to
conclude geometricity over M . Note the following heuristic picture from mirror symmetry: if X
is a variety, x ∈ X is a smooth point, then often there is not a vector field moving x in every
tangent direction. However, there are always Zariski local vector fields defined near x and moving
it in every direction. Restriction to sufficiently large Weinstein neighborhoods to make use of the
continuous symmetries can be seen as the mirror analogue of this.

We hope to extend this to the compact case by using other restriction functors, as in [Lee15], or as
will appear in [AGV]. Note on the other hand in the compact case, there are restrictions on the
size of Weinstein neighborhoods, and often on the flux of Lagrangian isotopies of L.

1.7. Outline of the paper. In Section 2, we give background on Fukaya categories and related
homological algebra. In particular, we recall notions such as families of modules and bimodules.
In Section 3, we first restrict to compact M , define the algebraic family MM , and show that it is
essentially a group action. We also show how to extend these results to the non-proper (wrapped)
case. In Section 4, we use “the algebraic torus action” established in the previous section to prove
Theorem 1.15, Theorem 1.1, and their corollaries. In Section 5, we prove Theorem 1.7, and use this
to deduce corollaries about flux. In Section 6, we prove Theorem 1.11 by essentially constructing
affine torus chart in the moduli of objects of the derived category that is geometrically realized by
symplectic isotopies on the A-side.

Acknowledgments. We would like to thank Sheel Ganatra for telling us about “smooth categori-
cal compactifications” of wrapped Fukaya categories, as well as for reference suggestions and useful
conversations. We would also like to thank to Mohammed Abouzaid, Ivan Smith, Conan Leung,
János Kollár, and John Sheridan for useful conversations.

2. Background on Fukaya categories and related homological algebra

2.1. Reminders on A∞-categories and modules. In this section, we collect some generalities
on A∞-categories and modules. Let B be an A∞-category over Λ = C((TR)). Given L ∈ ob(B),
we denote corresponding right, resp. left Yoneda module by hL, resp. hL. These are defined by
hL = B(·, L), resp. hL = B(L, ·), with the module structures induced by the A∞-structure of B.
Given L,L′, one can define the corresponding Yoneda bimodule by hL ⊗Λ hL′ (we will often omit
the subscript of tensor products, when it is the base field). The underlying graded vector space for
the Yoneda bimodule is given by

(2.1) (L′0, L0) 7→ hL(L0)⊗ hL′(L′0) = B(L,L0)⊗ B(L′0, L
′)

and the structure maps are given by

(2.2) (x1, . . . , xk|m⊗m′|x′l, . . . x′1) 7→


±µ1(m)⊗m′ ±m⊗ µ1(m′), if k = l = 0

±µ(x1, . . . , xk,m)⊗m′, if l = 0

±m⊗ µ(m′, x′l, . . . x
′
1), if k = 0

0, otherwise

We will often restrict our attention to categories and modules satisfying various properties. Recall:
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Definition 2.1. An A∞-category B over Λ is called proper if H∗(B(L,L′)) is finite dimensional
for all L,L′. Similarly, a left/right module, resp. bimodule N is called proper if H∗(N(L)),
resp. H∗(N(L,L′)) is finite dimensional. A left/right/bi-module is called perfect if it is quasi-
isomorphic to a direct summand of an iterated cone of Yoneda modules (Yoneda bimodules in the
case of bimodules). This condition is equivalent to the module being a compact object in the dg-
category of modules (see [Kel06]). A category is called (homologically) smooth if the diagonal
bimodule is perfect. See also [KS09].

Given right module N and left module N′, one can define the convolution N⊗B N′ over B. Given
by a bar construction, this is a chain complex over Λ. The underlying graded vector space is given
by

(2.3) N⊗B N′ =
⊕

N(Lp)⊗ B(Lp−1, Lp)⊗ · · · ⊗ B(L0, L1)⊗N′(L0)

where the sum varies over all objects of B and all p ≥ 0. Differential is defined by applying µN,
µN′ or µB to successive terms. For more details, see [Abo10].

If N is a bimodule, the convolution carries the structure of a left module. It assigns the graded
vector space

(2.4) (N⊗B N′)(L) =
⊕

N(Lp, L)⊗ B(Lp−1, Lp)⊗ · · · ⊗ B(L0, L1)⊗N′(L0)

to an object L, its differential is the same as above, and its higher structure maps are defined
similarly. Similarly, when N′ is a bimodule N ⊗B N′ is a right module, and when N and N′ are
bimodules, N⊗B N′ is a bimodule.

Note 2.2. Let B denote the diagonal bimodule. Then, for any right module N, it is a standard
fact that N⊗B B ' N. The 0th-map of the quasi-isomorphism N⊗B B → N is given by

(2.5) (n⊗ xp . . . x1 ⊗ x) 7→ ±µN(n|xp, . . . , x1, x)

and the higher maps are similar. Analogous statements hold for left modules and bimodules.

The following is easy to prove:

Lemma 2.3. hL′ ⊗B hL ' B(L,L′) as chain complexes. More generally, for any right module N′,
N′ ⊗B hL ' N′(L). Similarly, for any left module N, hL′ ⊗B N ' N(L′) and for any bimodule M,
hL′ ⊗BM⊗B hL 'M(L,L′).

Proof. One can define the map f : hL′ ⊗B hL → B(L,L′) that sends x′ ⊗ · · · ⊗ x to ±µB(x′, . . . , x).
For simplicity, assume B has one object, i.e. it is an A∞-algebra. Let C denote the cone of f . C is
naturally filtered by length, and the E1-page of the corresponding spectral sequence is equivalent
to the bar complex of the ordinary graded algebra H∗(B) (spread into degrees). Therefore, its
E2-page vanishes, and C is acyclic. In other words, f is a quasi-isomorphism.

The proof is the same when one of the Yoneda modules is replaced by right/left modules. The
bimodule version can be proven by applying right/left modules in order. More precisely, if M is a
bimodule, M⊗B hL 'M(L, ·) as left modules. The quasi-isomorphism is the same as above at the
0th-level. The qth map of the module quasi-isomorphism is given by

(2.6) (x′1, . . . , x
′
q|m⊗ xp . . . x1 ⊗ x) 7→ ±µq|1|p+1

M (x′1, . . . , x
′
q|m|xp . . . x1, x)

Applying hL′ ⊗B (·) to both sides, we obtain

(2.7) hL′ ⊗BM⊗B hL ' hL′ ⊗BM(L, ·) 'M(L,L′)
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�

This immediately implies

Corollary 2.4. Assume N is a proper right module (i.e. H∗(N(L)) is finite dimensional), and M
is a perfect bimodule (i.e. it is quasi-isomorphic to a direct summand of an iterated cone of Yoneda
bimodules). Then, N⊗BM is perfect.

Proof. It suffices to show this for M = hL ⊗Λ hL′ , a Yoneda bimodule. In this case,

(2.8) N⊗B (hL ⊗Λ hL′) ' (N⊗B hL)⊗Λ hL′ ' N(L)⊗Λ hL′

by Lemma 2.3. The complex N(L) has finite dimensional cohomology, as N is proper, and this
completes the proof. �

Remark 2.5. It is easy to see other variants of this corollary (i.e. for left modules etc.) hold.

Recall that one can think of bimodules over an A∞-category as generalizations of functors (see
for instance, [Kel06]). In particular, for any endo-functor Φ : B → B, there are two bimodules,

ΦB = B(·,Φ(·)), and BΦ = B(Φ(·), ·). The bimodule ΦB is defined by (L′, L) 7→ B(L′,Φ(L)), and
its structure maps are given by
(2.9)

(x1, . . . , xk|m|x′l, . . . , x′1) 7→
∑
±µB(Φi1(x1, . . . , xi1),Φi2(xi1+1, . . . , xi1+i2), . . . ,Φij (. . . , xk),m, x

′
l, . . . , x

′
1)

The sum varies over all (i1, . . . , ij) such that i1 + · · ·+ ij = k. (2.9) explains why we put Φ as a left
subscript to ΦB: to obtain it, one twists the left multiplication by Φ. The bimodule BΦ is defined
similarly.

Lemma 2.6. ΨB ⊗B ΦB ' Φ◦ΨB.

Remark 2.7. In case these bimodules are counter-intuitive to the reader, we present the following
simplified picture: let B be a linear category, with finitely many objects and A =

⊕
L,L′ B(L,L′)

be its total algebra. Let eL ∈ A denote the idempotent element corresponding to the unit of L.
Then, the right Yoneda module of L is given by eLA. Assume Φ acts on B strictly (i.e. without
higher components). It induces an action on A that sends eL to eΦ(L). Let ΦA, denote the A-
bimodule, with the same underlying vector space as A and same right multiplication, but the left
multiplication is given by x.m = Φ(m)a ∈ A. AΦ is defined similarly. It is easy to check that
eLA⊗A ΦA ∼= eΦ(L)A, via an isomorphism that sends eLa⊗ a′ to Φ(eLa)a′ = eΦ(L)Φ(a)a′. In other
words, the action of ΦA on right Yoneda modules via convolution coincide with the action of Φ (we
will not prove A∞-version of this claim though). Lemma 2.6 becomes ΨA⊗A ΦA ∼= Φ◦ΨA, which is
easy to check by hand. An isomorphism is given by a⊗ a′ 7→ Φ(a)a′.

Proof of Lemma 2.6. We define a bimodule homomorphism ΨB ⊗B ΦB → Φ◦ΨB. The (0|1|l) com-
ponent of the homomorphism is given by

(2.10) (m⊗ x′′1 ⊗ . . . x′′p ⊗m′|x′l, . . . , x′1) 7→
∑
±µB(Φi1(m, . . . ), . . . ,Φij (. . . , x′′p),m

′, . . . x′1)

To write its (k|1|l) component, one first applies Ψ to (x1, . . . xk). More precisely, given

(2.11) (x1, . . . xk|m⊗ x′′1 ⊗ . . . x′′p ⊗m′|x′l, . . . , x′1)

one has (Ψi1(x1, . . . ), . . . ,Ψ
ij (. . . , xk)|m ⊗ x′′1 ⊗ . . . x′′p ⊗ m′|x′l, . . . , x′1) for each i1 + · · · + ij = k.

Then one applies Φ, to the terms on the right of m′. For instance, if Φ and Ψ has no higher maps,
one obtains

(2.12) ± µB(Φ1(Ψ1(x1)), . . . ,Φ1(Ψ1(xk)),Φ
1(m),Φ1(x′′1), . . . ,Φ1(x′′p),m

′, x′l, . . . , x
′
1)
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It is easy to check this defines a morphism

(2.13) ΨB ⊗B ΦB → Φ◦ΨB
of bimodules. To show (2.13) is a quasi-isomorphism observe that as a chain complex (i.e. without
higher structure maps) the cone of (2.13) does not depend on the action of Ψ on morphisms. More
precisely, the complex one obtains by plugging (L,L′) to cone((2.13)) is the same as the complex
one obtains by plugging (L,Ψ(L′)) into

(2.14) cone(1BB ⊗B ΦB → Φ◦1BB)

Therefore, without loss of generality one can assume Ψ = 1B. Clearly, 1BB ' B, the diagonal
bimodule, and (2.14) is the same as the standard quasi-isomorphism B⊗BN→ N, for N = ΦB (see
Note 2.2 for a version of this). �

Note that we will later refer to the explicit quasi-isomorphism given in the proof of Lemma 2.6.

Remark 2.8. One similarly has BΦ⊗BBΨ ' BΦ◦Ψ, although we do not need this. In the heuristics
above, this becomes AΦ ⊗A AΨ

∼= AΦ◦Ψ, and an isomorphism is given by a⊗ a′ 7→ aΦ(a′).

Under the quasi-isomorphism given in Lemma 2.3, the composition map

(2.15) hom(L′, L′′)⊗ hom(L,L′)→ hom(L,L′′)

admits a simple description. Namely, we would like to construct a chain map

(2.16) hL′′ ⊗B hL
′ ⊗Λ hL′ ⊗B hL → hL′′ ⊗B hL

For this, observe there exists a map of bimodules from hL
′⊗Λ hL′ to the diagonal bimodule B given

by

(2.17) (x1, . . . xk|m⊗m′|x′1, . . . , x′l)→ ±µB(x1, . . . xk,m,m
′, x′1, . . . , x

′
l)

Applying this to the middle part of (2.16), we obtain the composition map. More precisely,

Lemma 2.9. Under the quasi-isomorphisms given by Lemma 2.3, the composition map is homo-
topic to the composition

(2.18) hL′′ ⊗B hL
′ ⊗Λ hL′ ⊗B hL → hL′′ ⊗B B ⊗B hL ' hL′′ ⊗B hL

where the first map is given by contracting hL
′⊗ΛhL′ under the map hL

′⊗ΛhL′ → B and the second
one is the standard quasi-isomorphism of a module with its convolution with the diagonal. More
precisely, there exists a homotopy commutative diagram

(2.19) hL′′ ⊗B hL
′ ⊗Λ hL′ ⊗B hL //

��

hL′′ ⊗B B ⊗B hL // hL′′ ⊗B hL

��
B(L′, L′′)⊗Λ B(L,L′) // B(L,L′′)

Remark 2.10. Note that to contract by hL
′ ⊗Λ hL′ → B as in the first row of (2.19), one still uses

higher components of this bimodule homomorphism. Also notice, there is an ambiguity in the map

(2.20) hL′′ ⊗B B ⊗B hL
'−→ hL′′ ⊗B hL

Clearly, the chain complexes (hL′′⊗BB)⊗BhL and hL′′⊗B(B⊗BhL) are identical, but the map (2.20)
is obtained by contracting via one of the quasi-isomorphisms hL′′ ⊗B B → hL′′ and B ⊗B hL →
hL. Two induced maps are actually homotopic, and the homotopy is given by the map from
hL′′ ⊗B B ⊗B hL to hL′′ ⊗B hL that forgets the middle B component. More precisely, the domain
is spanned by strings of the form x ⊗ x1 . . . xk ⊗ b ⊗ x′l ⊗ . . . x′1 ⊗ x′, where b belongs to middle
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component of triple convolution. The domain is spanned by strings x⊗ · · · ⊗x′, and the homotopy
between maps above is given by sending a string to the same string (with a Koszul sign), only
forgetting which element belongs to middle component. During the proof, we will use the second
one of these maps (2.20).

Proof of Lemma 2.9. We prove this lemma in two steps. First, consider the diagram

(2.21) hL′′ ⊗B hL
′ ⊗Λ hL′ ⊗B hL //

��

hL′′ ⊗B B ⊗B hL // hL′′ ⊗B hL

hL′′ ⊗B hL
′ ⊗Λ B(L,L′) // hL′′ ⊗B hL

The first line of this diagram is as described above and the left vertical arrow is obtained by applying
the map in Lemma 2.3 to hL′⊗BhL. The bottom horizontal arrow is obtained by applying hL′′⊗B (·)
to the natural left module homomorphism hL

′ ⊗Λ B(L,L′)→ hL.

We claim this diagram is homotopy commutative: the composition through upper right corner
sends the string

(2.22) x′′ ⊗ · · · ⊗ x′2 ⊗Λ x
′
1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ x

to a signed sum of x′′ ⊗ · · · ⊗ µB(. . . , µB(. . . , x′2, x
′
1, . . . ), . . . , x). Here, we apply µB twice, the first

one contains x′1, x
′
2, but not x, the second one contains x but not x′′ (recall we are using the map

hL′′⊗BB⊗BhL → hL′′⊗BhL that is induced by B⊗BhL → hL). Similarly, the composition through
bottom left arrow sends the string (2.22) to a signed sum of x′′ ⊗ · · · ⊗ µB(. . . , x′2, µB(x′1, . . . , x))
(where, in particular, x′′ is outside µB). An homotopy is given by the map sending the string
(2.22) to a signed sum of x′′⊗ · · · ⊗ µB(. . . , x′2, x

′
1, . . . , x). We apply the A∞-map to all sub-strings

containing x, x′1 and x′2, but not x′′. That this is a homotopy follows from A∞-equations for the
substrings containing x and x′2, but not containing x′′.

Similarly, consider the diagram

(2.23) hL′′ ⊗B hL
′ ⊗Λ B(L,L′) //

��

hL′′ ⊗B hL

��
B(L′, L′′)⊗Λ B(L,L′) // B(L,L′′)

The upper horizontal arrow is as above, the vertical arrows are obtained by application of the quasi-
isomorphism of Lemma 2.3, and the bottom arrow is composition. This diagram is also homotopy
commutative: the composition through upper right corner sends the string

(2.24) x′′ ⊗ · · · ⊗ x′ ⊗ b
to a signed sum of µB(x′′, . . . µB(. . . , x′, b)) (i.e. the first product is applied to a sub-string con-
taining b, x′, but not x′′). Similarly, the composition through bottom left corner sends (2.24) to
±µB(µB(x′′, . . . , x′), b). An homotopy is given by a map sending (2.24) to ±µB(x′′, . . . , x′, b). It is
easy to check this defines an homotopy.

Combining these diagrams gives us the homotopy commutativity of (2.19). �

2.2. Reminders on Fukaya categories of monotone symplectic manifolds. In this section,
we recall basics of Fukaya categories on compact manifolds. Throughout the paper, Λ = C((TR))
denote the Novikov field with complex coefficients and real exponents.
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Let (M,ωM ) be a compact monotone or negatively monotone symplectic manifold. Let {Li} be a
collection of oriented, monotone, tautologically unobstructed Lagrangians. Assume Li are equipped
with grading and spin structures. Without loss of generality, we can assume Li are pairwise
transverse. One can define Fukaya category with objects {Li} by counting marked holomorphic
discs. Most of our constructions are model independent, but for the compact case we prefer to use
the version of Fukaya category presented in [Sei08] and [She16].

In [Sei08], one makes consistent choices of Floer and perturbation data varying over the moduli of
discs with marked points. For instance, given (Li, Lj), one chooses a (possibly time dependent) pair
(H,J) of an Hamiltonian and an almost complex structure. The choice is made so that φ1

H(Li) t Lj ,
and one defines

(2.25) hom(Li, Lj) = CF (Li, Lj) ∼= Λ〈φ1
H(Li) ∩ Lj〉

to be the vector space generated by time-1 chords from Li to Lj . Then hom(Li, Lj) is equipped
with the standard Floer differential, i.e.

(2.26) µ1(x) =
∑
±TE(u)y

where x, y are generators of CF (Li, Lj). The sum varies over y and the elements u of 0-dimensional
component of moduli of pseudo-holomorphic strips (up to translation) asymptotic to x and y with
boundary components on Li and Lj . T is the Novikov parameter as above, and E(u) denote the
topological energy of the strips. One defines the topological energy of a strip S = Rs × [0, 1]t
equipped with Floer data (H,J) by

(2.27) E(u) = Etop(u) =

∫
S
u∗ωM − d(H.dt)

More generally, given (Li0 , Li1 , . . . , Liq), and generators xj ∈ CF (Lij−1 , Lij ), define

(2.28) µq(xq, . . . , x1) =
∑
±TE(u).y

as y runs over the generators of CF (Li1 , Liq), u runs over rigid marked pseudo-holomorphic discs
with boundary components on various Lij and asymptotic to x1, . . . , xq, y near markings. Here,
E(u) still denotes the topological energy, defined similarly (see [AS10] for instance). Thanks to spin
structures, one can orient the relevant moduli of pseudo-holomorphic discs, and this determines the
signs in (2.26) and (2.28). We will often omit the superscript q. We choose the perturbation data
such that the topological energy is larger than the geometric energy. By standard compactness and
gluing arguments, the operations µq satisfy A∞-relations; hence, we obtain an A∞ category.

The difference of geometric and topological energies is given by integrating curvature, see [Sei12,
(5.12)], for instance. For later purposes, we also assume that the Floer data is chosen such that
this difference is uniformly bounded over discs with fixed boundary conditions, and fixed inputs
and outputs.

Throughout the paper, we assume the Floer data for a pair (Li, Lj) such that i 6= j has vanishing
Hamiltonian term. This will simplify the application of Fukaya’s trick.

Let L ⊂ M be another tautologically unobstructed Lagrangian, and assume it is equipped with a
brane structure (i.e. grading and spin structure). Without loss of generality assume it is transverse
to all Li. Extend the Fukaya category by adding L and making further consistent choices of Floer
and perturbation data. As above, we assume the Floer data for the pairs (L,Li) and (Li, L) have
vanishing Hamiltonian terms. Then, one can define a left, resp. right A∞-module hL, resp. hL
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over the Fukaya category spanned by {Li} by restricting the Yoneda modules. Concretely,

(2.29) hL(Li) := CF (L,Li) and hL(Li) := CF (Li, L)

and the differential and higher structure maps of are induced by the A∞-operations on the Fukaya
category with objects {Li}i ∪ {L}.

More generally, if L is a Lagrangian as above and ξL is a UΛ-local system on L, one can add the
pair (L, ξL) to the Fukaya category and define its left/right Yoneda modules. Recall that if (L, ξL)
and (L′, ξL′) are two such pairs, one defines the Floer chains CF ((L, ξL), (L′, ξL′)) = CF (L,L′).
To define the differential, one fixes a basepoint on L, resp. L′ as well as homotopy classes of paths
on L, resp. L′ from the basepoint to the generators of CF ((L, ξL), (L′, ξL′)). Given a Floer strip
u, one can define [∂Lu] ∈ H1(L), resp. [∂L′u] ∈ H1(L′), by concatenating the path to the part of
the boundary of u lying on L, resp. L′, and inverse of the path from the output to the basepoint.

The Floer differential is defined by counting such strips weighted by TE(u)ξ
[−∂Lu]
L ξ

[∂L′u]
L′ (instead of

TE(u)). Here ξ
[−∂Lu]
L denotes the holonomy of unitary local system ξL ∈ H1(L,UΛ) at [∂Lu], and

similarly with ξ
[−∂L′u]
L′ . The other A∞-maps are modified similarly.

Note 2.11. Throughout the paper, we only work with globally defined local systems on M . Hence,
we will choose a basepoint on M and paths from this point to the generators (not necessarily on
L and L′). The definitions will be modified accordingly, without changing the quasi-isomorphism
class of Floer complex and Yoneda modules.

In the following, we will use the phrase Lagrangian brane to mean a tautologically unobstructed
Lagrangian with fixed grading and spin structure, and we will assume it is equipped with a unitary
local system, unless stated otherwise. However, we will often omit the local system ξL from the
notation. If we further twist L = (L, ξL) by another local system ξ′, we denote the new pair by
(L, ξ′) rather than (L, ξL ⊗ ξ′) to avoid further complicating the notation.

We will consider Fukaya category with a restricted set of Lagrangians. However, it will have the
following property:

Definition 2.12. We say {Li} split generate L, if L is quasi-isomorphic to a direct summand
of a twisted complex in {Li} in the Fukaya category with objects {Li} ∪ {L}. We say {Li} split
generate the Fukaya category if this holds for any tautologically unobstructed Lagrangian brane
L.

Notation. From now on assume {Li} is a finite set of Lagrangian branes that split generate the
Fukaya category and let F(M) denote the Fukaya category spanned by {Li}. We assume Li is
equipped with the trivial local system for any i.

One can ensure split generation by the following:

Theorem 2.13. [Abo10] Let F denote the span of {Li}. If the open-closed map HH∗(F ,F) →
QH∗(M) hits the identity, then {Li} split generate the Fukaya category.

If there exists a collection of Lagrangians satisfying the condition of this theorem, then M is called
non-degenerate. By [Gan12], this implies homological smoothness of F .

Assumption 1.2 also imposes that there exists a set of generators that satisfy a condition called
Bohr-Sommerfeld monotonicity. We borrow this notion from [WW10, Remark 4.1.4]. To
define this condition, one needs to assume ωM is integral. For simplicity assume [ωM ] = c1(M)
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(M is already assumed to be either monotone or negatively monotone). Fix a pre-quantum bundle
(L,∇), i.e. a complex line bundle L with a connection∇ that has curvature −2πiωM . A Lagrangian
L is Bohr-Sommerfeld if the flat line bundle (L,∇)|L has trivial holonomy (it is called rational
if the holonomy group is finite). To define Bohr-Sommerfeld monotone, fix an isomorphism of line
bundles L ∼= K−1, where K is the canonical bundle. Then, L is Bohr-Sommerfeld monotone
if it is Bohr-Sommerfeld and the natural Maslov section of K−1|L is homotopic to a flat section of
L|L under this isomorphism. For more details, see [WW10]. The crucial implication for us is the
following:

Lemma 2.14. [WW10] If {Li} are Bohr-Sommerfeld monotone (with respect to same data), then
there exists at most finitely many pseudo-holomorphic rigid discs with fixed boundary conditions
and asymptotic conditions.

Hence, the coefficients of the A∞-products are finite.

Remark 2.15. When [ωM ] is not equal but proportional to c1(M), one needs to fix an isomorphism
L⊗l ∼= (K−1)⊗k, and the Bohr-Sommerfeld monotonicity condition becomes the matching of the
powers of above-mentioned sections of K−1|L and L|L. In [WW10], the authors consider only
the monotone case, and assume k, l > 0. On the other hand, the proofs of statements implying
finiteness (such as [WW10, Lemma 4.1.5, Remark 4.2.2]) of the counts go through, even if one of
k and l is negative. Hence, Lemma 2.14 is still true in the negatively monotone case.

Remark 2.16. This notion can easily be generalized to include rational symplectic forms and (a
finite set of) rational Lagrangians. The simplest way is to replace ωM by kωM , k ∈ Z, k � 0, to
ensure it is integral, and fix a pre-quantum bundle for kωM . If all Li are rational with respect to
this bundle, one can make them Bohr-Sommerfeld by replacing ωM by a multiple of itself again
(and replacing the bundle by its corresponding power). One can still define Bohr-Sommerfeld
monotonicity as in [WW10] and Lemma 2.14 holds.

From now on, when considering compact M , we will assume F(M) is spanned by a finite set {Li}
of split-generating, Bohr-Sommerfeld monotone Lagrangians. In particular, the A∞-coefficients are
all finite sums.

2.3. Reminders on wrapped Fukaya categories. In this section, we remind basics of wrapped
Fukaya categories very briefly. For more details, the reader should consult [GPS17, GPS18], whose
conventions and definitions we use. Only note that we reverse (back) the composition conventions
of [GPS17]. For instance, we have compositions

(2.30) µ2 : hom(L1, L2)⊗ hom(L0, L1)→ hom(L0, L2)

rather than µ2 : hom(L0, L1)⊗ hom(L1, L2)→ hom(L0, L2).

Throughout this section assume M is a Weinstein manifold, and let σ ⊂ ∂∞M be a stop. The
partially wrapped Fukaya category W(M,σ) is an A∞-category with objects given by exact, cylin-
drical Lagrangian branes, and the hom-complexes have cohomology HW (L,L′). In [GPS17], they
are constructed via localization: the authors define a directed A∞-category O(M,σ), that include
cofinal positive wrappings of each Lagrangian. For each positive isotopy L  L+, one obtains a
continuation element in CF (L+, L) = O(M,σ)(L+, L). Then, W(M,σ) is defined to be the local-
ization at these continuation elements. When σ = ∅, we denote W(M,σ) by W(M). There is a
natural functor W(M,σ)→W(M), called stop removal. This functor is a quotient functor when
σ is a Weinstein, or (almost) Legendrian stop. The quotient can be taken to be by a collection of
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discs (the linking discs of σ when it is almost Legendrian, and the linking discs of the core of σ
when σ is Weinstein).

Example 2.17. Assume M is endowed with the structure of a Lefschetz fibration with Weinstein
fibers (which is always possible by [GP17, Theorem 1.10]), and let σ denote a smooth fiber of
this fibration (pushed to contact boundary at infinity, so it is a stop). Then, W(M,σ) is quasi-
equivalent to Fukaya-Seidel category. By [GPS18, Corollary 1.14], this category is generated by
Lefschetz thimbles.

Note that when defining the Floer differential and higher maps in the exact setting, the weights
TE(u) of the discs are often ignored. However, as we are interested in non-exact deformations
of Lagrangians, the relevant disc counts can be infinite; therefore, we assume A∞-products are
defined using counts with weight TE(u) as above. On the other hand, if one does not add non-exact
Lagrangians, E(u) can be expressed in terms of well-defined actions of each generator. Therefore,

TE(u) terms can be gotten rid of by rescaling the generators. As a result, this category is equivalent
to the standard one (after base change to Λ).

The following is crucial:

Fact 2.18. When σ is almost Legendrian or Weinstein, W(M,σ) is a smooth category.

When σ = ∅, this follows from the non-degeneracy of M and [Gan12].

Observe that one can extend W(M,σ) by adding pairs (L, ξ), where L is exact (and cylindrical
at infinity) and ξ is a Λ∗-local system. Without exactness, one would need to use unitary local
systems.

Let L̃ be a compact, possibly non-exact, tautologically unobstructed Lagrangian. One can still
define hL̃ over W(M,σ). Indeed, this module can be defined over O(M,σ), and it is “local” with
respect to continuation elements (i.e. these elements act invertibly on hL̃(L)). As a result, it
descends to W(M,σ). As mentioned above, the stop removal functor W(M,σ)→W(M) is also a
quotient by a collection of Lagrangian discs, and they can be chosen arbitrarily far in the cylindrical
end. In particular, if D is such a disc hL̃(D) = 0, and the module hL̃ over W(M,σ) descends to
the right module over W(M), which we also denoted by hL̃.

2.4. Families of objects. In this section, we will remind the notions of families of objects, mostly
following [Sei14] and [Kar20] (mostly [Sei14] for the latter). For us, the parameter space for families
will be either an affine variety over Λ = C((TR)), or an affinoid domain over Λ. For our purposes,
a deep knowledge of affinoid domains is not required. In practice, we will take the dual perspective
and work with their ring of analytic functions. We remind basics of affinoid domains in Appendix
A. Relevant examples are the following:

Example 2.19. Let a < b ∈ R and consider the ring of series
∑

n∈Z anz
n, an ∈ Λ such that

valT (an) + nν →∞ as n→ ±∞, for every a ≤ ν ≤ b. In other words, this is the ring of functions
that converge at z ∈ Λ with valuation between a and b. Denote this ring by Λ{zZ}[a,b]. We can

think of Λ{zZ}[a,b] as the ring of analytic functions of an annulus S[a,b]. In other words, S[a,b] is the

“spectrum” of this ring. The Λ-points of S[a,b] (i.e. the continuous algebra maps Λ{zZ}[a,b] → Λ)
are in correspondence with elements of Λ with T -adic valuation between a and b. One can see S[a,b]

as an analytic subdomain of the affine variety Gm := Spec(Λ[zZ]).

Example 2.20 ([Abo14]). More generally, let V be a finite rank lattice, and let P ⊂ Hom(V,R)
be a convex polytope defined by integral affine equations. Consider the ring of series

∑
v∈V avz

v,
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av ∈ Λ such that valT (av)+〈ν, v〉 → ∞ for all ν ∈ P . Denote this ring of series by Λ{zV }P . One can
show that this ring is Noetherian ([Abo14, Remark 2.6], [BGR84, p.222]). We can think of Λ{zV }P
as the ring of analytic functions on an affinoid domain SP . To describe the set of Λ-points consider
the set of group homomorphisms Hom(V,Λ∗), and the map valT : Hom(V,Λ∗)→ Hom(V,R). The
Λ-points of SP are in correspondence with pre-image of P under the map valT . Conversely, one
can define Λ{zV }P to be the set of series in zv, v ∈ V that converge over the pre-image val−1

T (P ).

One can see SP as an analytic subdomain of the affine variety Hom(V,Gm) := Spec(Λ[zV ]). When
P = {0}, we denote SP by S0 and it can be identified with Hom(V,UΛ), where UΛ = S[0,0].

Often we will not distinguish between the set of Λ-points and the affinoid domain itself.

Now we are ready to define families:

Definition 2.21. Let B be an A∞-category over Λ and let S be a smooth affine variety, resp.
affinoid domain over Λ with ring of functions O(S), resp. ring of analytic functions Oan(S). A
family of right A∞-modules over B parametrized by S is an assignment of a projective, graded
O(S)-module, resp. Oan(S)-module

(2.31) L 7→ N(L)

for all L ∈ ob(B) and a family of O(S)-linear, resp. Oan(S)-linear, structure maps

(2.32) µ
1|k
N : N(Lk)⊗ B(Lk−1, Lk)⊗ · · · ⊗ B(L0, L1)→ N(L0)[1− k]

satisfying the right A∞-module equations. Families of left modules and bimodules are defined
similarly, i.e. as left A∞-modules or A∞-bimodules over B that carry O(S), resp. Oan(S)-linear
structures compatible with the structure maps. When the parameter space S is an affine variety,
we refer to the family as algebraic, whereas when it is an affinoid domain we call it analytic.

Definition 2.22. Given two families N1, N2, we define a pre-morphism of families to be an
O(S)-linear, resp. Oan(S)-linear, A∞-module pre-morphism. In other words, a pre-morphism of
families is a collection of O(S)-linear, resp. Oan(S)-linear, maps

(2.33) f1|k : N1(Lk)⊗ B(Lk−1, Lk)⊗ · · · ⊗ B(L0, L1)→ N2(L0)[−k]

The definition is similar for families of left-modules and bimodules. We denote the set of pre-
morphisms by homS(N1,N2) and its cohomology by Hom(N1,N2). One can define a differential
and composition of pre-morphisms of families analogously to pre-morphisms of A∞-modules (see
[Sei08]). One can also define shifts, and cones of closed morphisms similar to ordinary A∞-modules.
Hence, the families of right/left/bi-modules form a pre-triangulated dg category.

Example 2.23. For any right A∞-module N over B, and parameter space S, there is the constant
family defined by N(L) = N(L) ⊗ O(S) (or N(L) = N(L) ⊗ Oan(S) in the case of an affinoid
S). The structure maps are given by O(S)-linearly, resp. Oan(S)-linearly, extending the structure
maps of N . We denote the constant family also by N . One can similarly define constant families of
left modules and bimodules. In particular, a constant family of Yoneda modules/bimodules
is defined by letting N to be a Yoneda module/bimodule. If instead of O(S), resp. Oan(S),
one considers a vector bundle E over S (i.e. a finite rank projective module E over O(S), resp.
Oan(S)), we call the resulting family N ⊗ E a locally constant family (when N is Yoneda, a
locally constant family of Yoneda modules/bimodules).

Definition 2.24. A family of modules/bimodules is called perfect if it is quasi-isomorphic to a
direct summand of an iterated cone of locally constant families of Yoneda modules/bimodules. A
family is called proper if each N(L) has finitely generated cohomology over O(S), resp. Oan(S).
Perfect/proper families form triangulated subcategories of the dg category of families.
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It is easy to see that a perfect family over a proper category is proper. Conversely:

Lemma 2.25. If B is a smooth category, then any proper family over B is perfect.

Proof. We prove this for families of right modules, other cases are similar. Let N be a proper family
of right modules. Smoothness of B implies that the diagonal bimodule is a direct summand of an
iterated cone of Yoneda bimodules hL ⊗Λ hL′ . Therefore, N ' N ⊗B B is quasi-isomorphic to a
direct summand of an iterated cones of N ⊗B (hL ⊗Λ hL′), and it suffices to prove perfectness of
the latter. By Lemma 2.3,

(2.34) N⊗B (hL ⊗Λ hL′) ' (N⊗B hL)⊗Λ hL′ ' N(L)⊗Λ hL′

As N is proper, N(L) has finitely generated cohomology over O(S) (hence, as S is smooth, N(L)
is quasi-isomorphic to a finite complex of finite rank projective modules over O(S)). This implies
N(L)⊗Λ hL′ is perfect. �

We will also need:

Lemma 2.26. If B is a proper category, the convolution of two perfect families over B is perfect.

Proof. The statement of the lemma holds for several variants such as convolution of two bimodules,
a single bimodule and a right module, etc. The proof is the same as in Corollary 2.4. �

Note 2.27. A family N of right modules over B parametrized by an affine variety S can be
seen as an A∞-functor Bop → Cdg(O(S)), where Cdg(O(S)) is the dg category of complexes over
O(S). The category of such functors is not derived automatically; for instance, when B = Λ, the
category of families is equivalent to Cdg(O(S)), and the quasi-isomorphisms are not invertible in
this category. To deal with this issue, one needs to pass to derived category by inverting quasi-
isomorphisms. One way to do this is to replace the underlying complexes of O(S)-modules by
K-projective complexes (which is generalization of free/projective replacements of finite complexes
to unbounded complexes). More precisely, by [Spa88], there is a K-projective replacement functor
from Cdg(O(S)) to the subcategory of K-projective complexes, and one composes it with Bop →
Cdg(O(S)) to obtain a family Nkp and a quasi-isomorphism Nkp → N. One can also show Nkp

is essentially unique. In many of our constructions, the underlying complexes of O(S)-modules
are finite free; hence, K-projective automatically, but even when this is not the case, one can
apply functorial K-projective replacements to obtain one such. So as not to complicate notation
further, we will keep such replacements implicit. This remark applies to families of left modules
and bimodules, as well as families parametrized by affinoid domains. Also see [Kar21, Lemma 6.10].

Note 2.28. This paper is also concerned with monotone symplectic manifolds; therefore, we also
work with Z/2Z-graded complexes. One can see a Z/2Z-graded complex as either a 2-periodic
unbounded complex or as a dg-module over the dga Λ[w±], |w| = 2, d(w) = 0. Similarly, a family
of such complexes can be seen as a functor to O(S)[w±]-modules (|w| = 2, d(w) = 0). Possibly the
replacements in [Spa88] can be assumed to satisfy 2-periodicity as well by a slight modification of
their argument. Alternatively, one can use fibrant/cofibrant replacement functors over the category
of dg O(S)[w±]-modules (see [Kel06, Prop 3.1]). Thus, Note 2.27 applies.

Note 2.29. There are other minor modifications needed in Z/2Z-graded case. First, if C is a
Z-graded complex of O(S)-modules with finitely generated cohomology and if S is smooth, then
C is quasi-isomorphic to a finite complex of finite rank projective modules. This may hold in this
generality in the Z/2Z-graded case as well. On the other hand, the complexes we will encounter
will already have this property; therefore, we will implicitly assume this in our arguments. For
instance, when we construct a proper (hence, perfect) family of bimodules M, one can represent it
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as a twisted complex of locally constant families. As a result, by assuming B is minimal, one can
ensure that M(Li, Lj) is quasi-isomorphic to a twisted complex of finite rank projective modules.

Similar conclusions hold for (M ⊗B M′)(Li, Lj), (hL ⊗B M)(Li), (hL ⊗B M ⊗ hL′), and the likes,
thanks to twisted complex representation as above, and Lemma 2.3. Observe that in this case,
there is a compatible Z-grading on the finite rank projective replacement. This is important in
the proofs of some statements such as Lemma 3.15 and Proposition A.7, as they use convergent
spectral sequence arguments.

We now explain what it means for a family M to define a group action:

Definition 2.30. Let S be an affine algebraic group over Λ, B be an A∞-category and M be a
family of bimodules over B parametrized by S. The family M is called group-like if

(1) M|eS is quasi-equivalent to diagonal bimodule
(2) π∗2M ⊗relB π∗1M ' m∗M, where π1 and π2 are the projection maps S × S → S and m :

S × S → S is the group multiplication

Here, the quasi-isomorphism is a quasi-isomorphism of families over S×S. The following implication
explains the term group-like:

Lemma 2.31. If M is group-like, then M|z1 ⊗M|z2 'M|z1+z2 for every z1, z2 ∈ S. In particular,
each M|z is invertible with an inverse given by M|z−1.

One can also prove:

Lemma 2.32. If M is group-like and B is smooth, then M is perfect.

Proof. The proof is similar to perfectness of a single invertible bimodule: if M is an invertible
bimodule, then (·)⊗BM is an auto-equivalence on the category of bimodules. As perfect bimodules
are the same as compact objects in the category of bimodules (see [Kel06]), auto-equivalences
preserve perfectness. In particular, M ' B ⊗BM is perfect.

To apply this idea to families, one considers the functor (·)⊗relB M, i.e. the convolution relative to
S, acting on the families of bimodules parametrized by S. As above, this is an auto-equivalence,
with a quasi-inverse given by (·) ⊗relB M−, where M− is the family obtained by pulling M back
along S → S, z 7→ z−1 (hence, M−|z ' M|z−1). One can similarly identify the compact objects
in the category of families with perfect families to see that auto-equivalences preserve perfectness.
Hence, as before M ' B ⊗relB M is perfect. Here, B is the constant family of bimodules with fiber
B, which is perfect as B is a smooth category. �

3. The global algebraic family MM and group-like property

3.1. Definition of the family and local behavior via Fukaya’s trick. Recall that we use
F(M) to denote the Fukaya category of (M,ωM ) spanned by a fixed finite set of Bohr-Sommerfeld
monotone Lagrangians that generate the Fukaya category. In this section, we will define a family
MM of bimodules over F(M) parametrized by

(3.1) H1(M,Gm) := Spec(Λ[zH1(M)]) ∼= Gb1(M)
m

where H1(M) denote H1(M,Z) modulo torsion. Fix a basepoint on M and relative homotopy
classes of paths from the basepoint to the generators of F(M) (i.e. to a point on the corresponding
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Figure 3.1. The disc counts defining MM

Hamiltonian chord). Let u denote a map from a disc with boundary marking points to M such that
the boundary maps to

⋃
Li and near marked points u is asymptotic to generators of the Fukaya

category.

Definition 3.1. We define the family of bimodules MM as follows: To a pair (Li, Lj), it associates

the (Z/2Z-)graded free Λ[zH1(M)]-module

(3.2) MM (Li, Lj) := Λ[zH1(M)]⊗Λ CF (Li, Lj)

Its differential is defined by the formula

(3.3) µ0|1|0(x) :=
∑
±TE(u)z[∂hu].y

where the count is over the Floer strips with input x and output y up to translation. Here, E(u)
denotes the energy of u and [∂hu] ∈ H1(M) denotes the class obtained by concatenating the path
from the basepoint to x, the u-image of one side of the Floer strip and the inverse of the path from
the basepoint to y. More generally, define the structure maps of MM by the formula

(3.4) (x1, . . . , xe|x|x′d, . . . , x′1) 7→
∑
±TE(u)z[∂hu].y

where the sum is over pseudo-holomorphic discs as in Figure 3.1. The class [∂hu] ∈ H1(M) is
defined similarly, by concatenating the u-image of a path from x to y with fixed paths from the
basepoint to x and y. The blue middle line in Figure 3.1 shows the path from x to y concatenated
with fixed paths to obtain [∂hu].

The sums defining the structure maps are finite, thanks to Bohr-Sommerfeld assumption; hence,
MM is well-defined.

Remark 3.2. Figure 3.1 represents a count of pseudo-holomorphic discs, not quilted discs. The
blue middle line is a pictorial representation of [∂hu], not a seam. Also note that the signs in
(3.3) and (3.4) are determined by the orientation of the moduli of discs in the same way the signs
in the defining equation for the diagonal bimodule do. Indeed, these equations are simply the
deformations of the equations defining the diagonal bimodule.

Let P ⊂ H1(M,R) be a closed polytope:

Definition 3.3. Define the family MM
P of bimodules over F(M) parametrized by the affinoid

domain SP ⊂ H1(M,Gm) by replacing (3.2) by

(3.5) MM
P (Li, Lj) := Λ{zH1(M)}P ⊗Λ CF (Li, Lj)

The differential and the structure maps are defined by (3.3) and (3.4).
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Figure 3.2. The disc counts defining halgL

Remark 3.4. If one drops Bohr-Sommerfeld assumption, MM is not well-defined as (3.3) and (3.4)
may not converge over H1(M,Gm). On the other hand, if P is a small neighborhood of 0, then
MM

P is well-defined. This follows from Fukaya’s trick applied to diagonal. We will prove a simple
variant of this.

Given Bohr-Sommerfeld monotone L, one can similarly define a family of right modules deforming
the right Yoneda module hL. More precisely:

Definition 3.5. Let halgL denote the family of right modules over F(M) parametrized by Spec(Λ[zH1(M)])
that associates the free graded complex

(3.6) halgL (Li) := Λ[zH1(M)]⊗Λ CF (Li, L)

to each object Li and whose structure maps are defined by

(3.7) (x;xe, . . . , x1) 7→
∑
±TE(u)z[∂2u].y

where the sum varies over pseudo-holomorphic discs as in Figure 3.2. The class [∂2u] ∈ H1(M) is
defined analogously, by concatenating the blue line from x to y in Figure 3.2 with the fixed path

from the basepoint to generators x and y. Analogous to MM
P , define halgL |P by replacing (3.6) by

Λ{zH1(M)}P ⊗Λ CF (Li, L).

Note 3.6. Recall that we assume a Lagrangian brane L is equipped with a unitary local system
ξL, mostly implicit in the notation. In the presence of a unitary local system ξL, one would

normally need to modify (3.7) as
∑
±TE(u)ξ

[∂Lu]
L z[∂2u].y. As remarked before, we will only work

with local systems defined over all M ; hence, for notational convenience, we instead replace (3.7)

by
∑
±TE(u)ξ

[∂2u]
L z[∂2u].y. The families that are defined by these two formulas are isomorphic: an

isomorphism is given by rescaling the generators. See Note 2.11

Observe that halgL |z=1 is the same as right Yoneda module of the Lagrangian L. This family is
well-defined thanks to the assumption that L is Bohr-Sommerfeld monotone. However, as we
will see, even without this assumption, it is well-defined over a small affinoid domain containing
H1(M,UΛ) ⊂ H1(M,Gm).

One can identify the set of isomorphism classes of UΛ-local systems on M with H1(M,UΛ) ∼= U
b1(M)
Λ

via their holonomy. Moreover, given z0 ∈ H1(M,UΛ) ⊂ H1(M,Gm), the module halgL |z=z0 is quasi-
isomorphic to h(L,ξz0 ), where ξz0 denote the local system corresponding to z0.

Now, let L̃ denote a tautologically unobstructed Lagrangian brane, that is not necessarily Bohr-
Sommerfeld monotone. By a small Hamiltonian perturbation assume L̃ t Li and extend the
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perturbation data to include boundary conditions on L̃ as well. We assume the Hamiltonian term
of the pair (Li, L̃) vanishes as before. We define an analytic family similar to Definition 3.5:

Definition 3.7. The graded vector space underlying han
L̃

is given by

(3.8) han
L̃

(Li) = CF (Li, L̃)⊗Λ Λ{zH1(M)}P
where P is a polytope containing 0 in its interior. The differential and the structure maps are
defined by (3.7). The domain P will mostly be omitted from the notation, but when we want to
emphasize, we will use the notation han

L̃
|P .

Remark 3.8. When L is Bohr-Sommerfeld monotone halgL |P and hanL |P coincide.

Observe that han
L̃

is well-defined if one allows P to be {0}. Indeed, as observed, the restriction of

this family to a point z0 ∈ H1(M,UΛ) gives h(L,ξz0 ). The proof of Lemma 3.9 will show that one
can let P to be a small neighborhood of 0:

Lemma 3.9. For a small neighborhood P of 0 ∈ H1(M,R), any restriction han
L̃
|z, z ∈ SP =

val−1
T (P ) is quasi-isomorphic to the Yoneda module of a Lagrangian-local system pair. More pre-

cisely, one can write given z ∈ P ⊂ H1(M,Gm) as z = T valT (z)z0, where valT (z) ∈ H1(M,R) and
z0 ∈ H1(M,UΛ), and

(3.9) han
L̃
|z ' h(φ1α(L̃),ξz0 ) =: hφz(L̃)

where α is a closed 1-form representing valT (z).

Proof. We prove this lemma using Fukaya’s trick. First, choose a collection of closed 1-forms on
M , representing a basis of H1(M,R). This collection spans a subspace of the space of closed 1-
forms isomorphic to H1(M,R), let α(v) denote the 1-form corresponding to v ∈ H1(M,R) and φv
denote the time 1-flow of Xα(v). The collection {φv} ⊂ Symp0(M,ωM ) does not define an action

of H1(M,R) in the strict sense, but it defines an action up to Hamiltonian isotopy (i.e. φv1 ◦ φv2
is Hamiltonian isotopic to φv1+v2). Moreover, φv is well defined up to Hamiltonian isotopy; hence,
hφv(L̃) is well-defined up to quasi-isomorphism. Observe that when v is close to 0, the intersection

points Li ∩ φv(L̃) can be identified with Li ∩ L̃.

For a small neighborhood P ⊂ H1(M,R) of 0, choose a smoothly varying family of diffeomorphisms

{ψv : v ∈ P} such that ψv(L̃) = φv(L̃) and ψv(Li) = Li. We choose ψv with small support near L̃
so that it does not effect Hamiltonian chords between Li.

Choose perturbation data for discs with boundary on (Li0 , Li1 , . . . , Lik , φv(L̃)) such that it is related

to initial perturbation data for (Li0 , Li1 , . . . , Lik , L̃) by push-forward along ψv. The almost complex
structures are tame with respect to (ψv)∗ωM ; hence, with respect to ωM , as long as v is close to
0 (strictly speaking, we allow the almost complex structures to vary over the discs, but one can
choose families of almost complex structures in a way that tameness with respect to (ψv)∗ωM
holds uniformly for almost complex structures in these families, as long as v belong to a small
neighborhood of 0). As ψv is supported near L̃, the Hamiltonian chords between Li with respect to
push-forward Hamiltonian (and ωM ) remains unchanged. Note that push-forward still modifies the
Floer data for the pair (Li, Lj), but we have an identification of the Floer chains, and the number
of pseudo-holomorphic strips –with the same boundary conditions on Li and the same asymptotic
conditions on the strip-like ends– remains unchanged. This is analogous to invariance of such counts
with no Hamiltonian terms and asymptotic to actual intersection points. The same applies to higher
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A∞-operations between Li; hence, Fukaya category F(M) spanned by {Li} remains unchanged, in
the strict sense. Therefore, one can use the new data to define the module hφv(L) over F(M).

CF (Li, L̃) can be identified with CF (Li, φv(L̃)) as graded vector spaces. One also has an identifica-
tion of the Floer strips, that sends u to ψv◦u, but the energy changes. Similarly, pseudo-holomorphic
discs with boundary on (Li0 , Li1 , . . . , Lik , L̃) and (Li0 , Li1 , . . . , Lik , φv(L̃)) (defined by the original
data and the push-forward data) can be identified. The energy changes according to the formula

(3.10) E(ψv ◦ u) = E(u) + v([∂2u])− gv(x) + gv(y)

Here, both E(ψv ◦ u) and E(u) denote topological energies, computed with respect to ωM (and
the data used to define respective discs). v([∂2u]) denotes the evaluation of [∂2u] ∈ H1(M) at
v ∈ H1(M,R). x and y denote the module input and the output of the marked disc u (that
correspond to the inputs and outputs of ψv ◦ u). gv(x), resp. gv(y) are real numbers that depend
only on (v, x), resp. (v, y). We will define gv(x) and gv(y); however, we will not attempt to give
explicit formulae for them.

Assuming (3.10), we can conclude Lemma 3.9 as follows: for simplicity, assume L̃ carries no local
system and let z = T vz0, where v is close to 0. For such small v, one can use the push-forward data
to define hφz(L̃) := hφv(L̃),ξz0

as above, and identify the generators of hφz(L̃)(Li) with the generators

of hL̃(Li) = CF (Li, L̃). Then, the differential of hφz(L̃)(Li) satisfies

(3.11) µ1(T gv(x)x) =
∑
±TE(ψv◦u)+gv(x)ξ[∂2u]

z0 y =
∑
±TE(u)+v([∂2u])ξ[∂2u]

z0 T gv(y)y

by (3.10). If we replace every generator x by x′ = T gv(x)x, this expression turns into

(3.12) µ1(x′) =
∑
±TE(u)+v([∂2u])ξ[∂2u]

z0 y′

which is the same as (3.7) evaluated at z = T vz0. The same holds for the higher structure maps,

and this shows this module is isomorphic to han
L̃
|z=T vz0 . One adds an extra ξ

[∂2u]

L̃
-term when L̃

carries the local system ξL̃ (which we assume to be globally defined for simplicity).

(3.10) is similar to the one given in [Abo14] and it follows from Stokes’ theorem. To see why it
holds, first notice that if we let (H.γ, J) to be the perturbation data on a disc S, where γ is a
closed 1-form on S that vanish in tangent directions to boundary, its topological energy E(u) =∫
S u
∗ωM − d(u∗H.γ) differs from the symplectic area by

∫
∂S u

∗H.γ (where this expression involves
integrals over Hamiltonian chords S is asymptotic to as well, and only these matter as γ|∂S = 0).
When we let u : S → M evolve by ψv, this isotopy does not change the Hamiltonian chords
between Li, and the integral of u∗H.γ over the chord remains the same as well. On the other hand,
the Hamiltonian term associated to pair (Li, L̃) is zero, and remains zero under isotopy; therefore,∫
∂S u

∗H.γ stays the same as u (and H) evolves. In other words, the Hamiltonian part of topological
energy is the same, and the difference of topological energies is equal to the difference of symplectic
areas of ψv ◦ u and u.

To calculate the symplectic area difference, we apply Stokes’ theorem. As we apply isotopy ψv, all
the boundary components, except the one mapping to L̃ vary over some Li. Hence, the symplectic
area traced by other components vanish, and the symplectic are difference of u and ψv(u) is the

area traced by the boundary component on L̃ under the isotopy ψtv, t ∈ [0, 1]. To compute the

area traced by the part on L̃, fix a basepoint on L̃ and paths to all generators L̃ ∩ Li from this
basepoint. Define [∂L̃u] ∈ H1(L̃) as before, i.e. as the concatenation of the fixed paths on L̃ with

the L̃-part of the boundary of u. The area swiped by this loop is equal to v([∂L̃u]) (as φ−1
tv ◦ ψtv|L̃

is homotopic to identity). It differs from the area swiped by the L̃-part of the boundary by the
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areas swiped by the fixed paths from the basepoint on L̃, i.e. it is of the form nv(y)−nv(x), where
nv(x), nv(y) ∈ R only depend on the generators x, resp. y, and v. From this we can conclude the
energy difference E(ψv ◦ u)− E(u) = v([∂L̃u]) + nv(y)− nv(x). On the other hand, the difference

(3.13) v([∂2u])− v([∂L̃u])

is also of the form mv(y) − mv(x). Indeed, for each generator x, we have a fixed path from the

basepoint on M to x and another from the basepoint on L̃ to x. Concatenating them gives a path
that only depend on x and (3.13) can be seen as the difference of area swiped by paths between
the basepoints that correspond to x and y. Therefore,

(3.14) E(ψv ◦ u)− E(u) = v([∂2u]) + (mv(y) + nv(y))− (mv(x) + nv(x))

Letting gv(x) = mv(x) + nv(x), we conclude the proof of (3.10). �

Corollary 3.10. han
L̃

is well-defined for small enough P containing 0 in its interior.

Proof. This follows from the proof of Lemma 3.9. Namely, the proof shows that, if v is small, then
with the right choice of data, and after scaling the generators hφz(L̃) has the same structure maps

as han
L̃

evaluated at z = T vz0. the former is well-defined, showing the convergence of series defining

han
L̃
|z=T vz0 as well. �

Note 3.11. For MM
P to be well defined, one needs (3.3) and (3.4) to converge as long as z ∈ SP .

Previously, we relied on Assumption 1.2 for this. However, one can apply ideas in the proof of
Lemma 3.9 and Corollary 3.10 to establish convergence without this assumption. The main addi-
tional difficulties are Hamiltonian terms, and possibly repeating boundary labels. More precisely,
analogous to before, we would like to choose diffeomorphisms ψv such that Lj on the left hand
side of Figure 3.1 map to φv(Lj) and Li on the right hand side stay the same (setwise). This
is not always possible as some Ljl and some Lik may be the same. One can fix these problems
simultaneously as follows: first use families of Hamiltonian diffeomorphisms parametrized by the
discs to gauge the perturbation data and the boundary conditions so that the Hamiltonian terms
for pairs (Lid , Lje) and (Li0 , Lj0) become zero, and Lik becomes transverse to Ljl for all k and l.
One can use the same family of Hamiltonian diffeomorphisms to write a correspondence of solutions
to perturbed Cauchy-Riemann equations such that the topological energies match. Then, one can
apply the proof of Lemma 3.9 to show the convergence of (3.3) and (3.4) for the new boundary
conditions and perturbation data, and for small valT (z). However, the series for the new conditions
is exactly the same as the old conditions; therefore, we obtain convergence.

For a Bohr-Sommerfeld monotone L, one can define a morphism of families

(3.15) hL ⊗F(M) M
M → halgL

by the formula

(3.16) (x⊗ x1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ xe ⊗m;x′d, . . . x
′
1) 7→

∑
±TE(u)z[∂1u].y

Here, x⊗x1⊗· · ·⊗xe⊗x is a generator of hL⊗F(M)M
M . The sum ranges over pseudo-holomorphic

curves with input x, x1, . . . , xe,m, x
′
d, . . . , x

′
1 and output y. The class [∂1u] ∈ H1(M) is defined

similar to [∂hu], namely by concatenating the fixed path from the base point to m, the u-image of
the path from the marked point mapping to m to the marked point mapping to y, and inverse of
the fixed map from the basepoint to y. We represent this class by the blue line in Figure 3.3. It is
easy to check this defines a map of bimodules. Analogously, one can define a map of families

(3.17) hL̃ ⊗F(M) M
M
P → han

L̃
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Figure 3.3. The disc counts defining (3.15)

for small P ⊂ H1(M,R) containing 0. One still needs to check the convergence of series (3.16) for
small enough P . This can be shown using the same idea in Corollary 3.10 and Note 3.11.

One can prove the following:

Lemma 3.12. The map (3.17) is a quasi-isomorphism of families for small P . Therefore, (3.15)
is a quasi-isomorphism when restricted to a small domain SP .

Proof. Consider the cone of (3.17). The cone is acyclic at z = 1, as this map at z = 1 is a well-known
quasi-isomorphism from the convolution of a module with the diagonal bimodule to the module
itself, which is given in Note 2.2. One can similarly check that the cone vanishes for z ∈ H1(M,UΛ).

To see this, extend F(M) to include pairs (Li, ξ
⊗k
z ), where Li ∈ F(M) and k ∈ Z, as well as pairs

(L̃, ξ⊗kz ) (more precisely, triples (Li, ξ
⊗k
z , k), resp. (L, ξ⊗kz , k), i.e. one remembers k). Then, ξz

acts on this new set of objects freely by (Li, ξ
⊗k
z , k) 7→ (Li, ξ

⊗k+1
z , k + 1), etc. By choosing Floer

and perturbation data to be equivariant under this free action, one obtains a strictly Z-equivariant

category F̃(M), i.e. {ξ⊗kz } act on F̃(M) by strict auto-equivalences. Note that when defining Floer
cohomology with local coefficients, we use the base point on M , and the paths from this base point
to the generators, as in Note 3.6 (as opposed to choosing separate base points and paths on the

Lagrangians). Denote the action of ξz on F̃(M) by Ξ. Consider the bimodule corresponding to the
action of Ξ, i.e.

(3.18) (L′, L′′) 7→ hom(L′,Ξ(L′′)) ∼= hom(Ξ−1(L′), L′′)

Denote this bimodule by MΞ. Then for purely algebraic reasons,

(3.19) hL̃ ⊗F̃(M)
MΞ ' hΞ(L̃)

More precisely, one can write a map

(3.20) hL̃ ⊗F̃(M)
MΞ = hom(·, L̃)⊗F̃(M)

hom(Ξ−1(·), ·)→ hom(Ξ−1(·), L̃)

using the same formula (2.5) (and the analogous higher maps). That this is an equivalence can be

proven in the same way, or deduced from Note 2.2 directly. It is clear that hom(Ξ−1(·), L̃) ' hΞ(L̃).

Moreover, as F(M) generates F̃(M), the base of the convolution can be replaced by F(M). The
restriction of MΞ to F(M) is MM

P |z and the restriction of hΞ(L̃) to F(M) is han
L̃
|z. Combining

these we obtain

(3.21) hL̃ ⊗F(M) M
M
P |z ' hL̃ ⊗F(M)MΞ ' hΞ(L̃) ' h

an
L̃
|z

It is easy to check that this quasi-isomorphism is the same as (3.17) restricted to z. In other words,
the cone of (3.17) vanishes at z ∈ H1(M,UΛ).
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Figure 3.4. The disc counts defining (3.22)

As F(M) is smooth and proper, the proper families MM
P and han

L̃
are perfect by Lemma 2.25. By

Lemma 2.26, one can conclude that the convolution hL̃ ⊗F(M) M
M
P and the cone of (3.17) are also

perfect families. Therefore, by semi-continuity (i.e. by Proposition A.7), the cone vanishes in a
small neighborhood of H1(M,UΛ). �

3.2. Group-like property. To show that MM is group-like, we write a morphism

(3.22) π∗2M
M ⊗relF(M) π

∗
1M

M → m∗MM

of families analogous to (3.15). The defining formula for the morphism is

(3.23) (x1, . . . , xe|m2 ⊗ · · · ⊗m1|x′d, . . . , x′1) 7→
∑
±TE(u)z

[∂1u]
1 z

[∂2u]
2 .y

Here, z1, z2 are coordinates corresponding to first and second component, m2⊗· · ·⊗m1 is a generator
of π∗2M

M ⊗relF(M) π
∗
1M

M and the sum ranges over pseudo-holomorphic discs as in Figure 3.4. The

classes [∂1u] and [∂2u] are defined analogously, namely by concatenating the u-image of paths from
m1, resp. m2, to y with the fixed paths from the base point. It is easy to check that this defines a
morphism of families of bimodules. Our goal is to prove

Proposition 3.13. The map (3.22) is a quasi-isomorphism; hence, MM is group-like.

As F(M) is spanned by Bohr-Sommerfeld monotone Lagrangians, we can expand it to contain
pairs (L, ξL), where L ∈ ob(F(M)), and ξL is a –possibly non-unitary– Λ∗-local system of rank 1.
More precisely, one can define A∞-structure via the same formulae, i.e. by multiplying summand

in (2.26) and (2.28) by ξ
[∂L]
L , for all L to which boundary components of the holomorphic disc map.

Without Assumption 1.2, these sums may no longer be well-defined; however, by Lemma 2.14,
our assumptions imply finiteness of these sums. As before, for convenience, we only consider local
systems that extend to all M (with a fixed extension), and instead of choosing a new basepoint
for each Lagrangian, and paths from this basepoint to the Hamiltonian chords, we use the ones
already chosen on M .

Remark 3.14. Contrary to before, hL̃ may not be well-defined for another compact Lagrangian

L̃, as the convergence of defining formulae is not guaranteed.

Denote this expanded A∞-category over Λ by F̃(M) (we have used this notation previously with
a similar, but different meaning). In particular, its set of objects are pairs (L, ξL), where ξL is a
Λ∗-local system on M . We assume the Floer and perturbation data does not depend on the local

systems on Lagrangians. The family MM extends to a family– still denoted by MM– over F̃(M)
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in the obvious way, and the same formulae (3.23) defines a map

(3.24) π∗2M
M ⊗relF̃(M)

π∗1M
M → m∗MM

similar to (3.22).

Λ∗-local systems on M correspond to Λ-points of H1(M,Gm). As extension of unitary case before,
denote the rank 1, Λ∗-local system on M by ξz. By the assumption on Floer and perturbation

data, for each z, one has a strict auto-equivalence Φz of F̃(M) that sends (L, ξL) to (L, ξL ⊗ ξz).
This should not be confused with φz, defined before, although our eventual goal is to show they
act on the Fukaya category in the same way. It is immediate that the bimodule B(·,Φz(·)) =Φz B
is the same as MM |z (generators identify and the structure maps are defined by the same count).
Moreover, the map

(3.25) MM |z2 ⊗F̃(M)
MM |z1 →MM |z1z2

obtained by restricting (3.24) coincide with the map (2.13) for Φ = Φz1 and Ψ = Φz2 . Indeed, after
one identifies the generators, to apply (2.13) to a cochain

(3.26) (x1, . . . xk|m⊗ x′′1 ⊗ . . . x′′p ⊗m′|x′l, . . . , x′1)

one first applies Ψ = Φz2 to x1, . . . xk. This does not change the corresponding chord, but modifies
the structure maps that these are plugged into. Then one applies Φ = Φz1 to x1, . . . xk,m, x

′′
1, . . . , x

′′
p

and the final effect is a count of discs as in Figure 3.4, where Lj0 , . . . , Lje components are modified
by ξz2 and the components on the left of m1 (i.e. those other than Li0 , . . . , Lid) are modified by
ξz1 (Lj0 , . . . , Lje components are modified twice; hence, modified by ξz1z2 , but this is not relevant
here). The relative homotopy class of the boundary in the counterclockwise direction from m′, resp.
m, input to output is [∂1u], resp. [∂2u]. Hence, the counts defining (2.13) and (3.24) agree in this
specific case.

Combining this with Lemma 2.6, we see that the restriction of (3.24) to (z1, z2) is a quasi-
isomorphism at every closed point (z1, z2).

To conclude the proof of Proposition 3.13, we need the following lemma (c.f. Proposition A.7):

Lemma 3.15. Let C be a bounded complex of coherent sheaves over a smooth affine variety V over
Λ such that for every closed point x ∈ V , Li∗xC is acyclic. Then C is acyclic.

Proof. Denote the hypercohomology groups of C by Hq. We show Hq = 0 for all q. First, given a
coherent sheaf F on V (i.e. a module over O(V )), if the ordinary restriction i∗xF = 0 for a closed
point x, then Li∗xF = 0. To see this, first observe by Nakayama’s lemma i∗xF = 0 implies F is zero
on the local ring of x (or on a small neighborhood U of x). This clearly implies Li∗xF = 0.

Given closed point, there is a spectral sequence with E2-page Lpi
∗
xH−q ⇒ Lp+qi

∗
xC = H−p−q(Li∗xC) =

0, with differentials Lpi
∗
xH−q → Lp−2i

∗
xH−q−1. By the observation above, given q, if i∗xH−q =

L0i
∗
xH−q = 0, then Lpi

∗
xH−q = 0 for all p. Assume L0i

∗
xH−q0 6= 0, and q0 is the minimal such.

Then, E2-page is 0 below the line q = q0, and L0i
∗
xH−q0 survives to infinity page. Since, the

spectral sequence converges to 0, i∗xH−q0 = L0i
∗
xH−q0 = 0, which is a contradiction. Therefore,

L0i
∗
xH−q = 0 for all q (and for all x as x was arbitrary).

A coherent sheaf that vanishes at every closed point is 0. Hence, Hq = 0 for all q. �

Proof of Proposition 3.13. F̃(M) is a proper category expanding the smooth category F(M). As
any proper module over a smooth category is perfect (this is a simpler version of Lemma 2.25),
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Yoneda modules of objects of F̃(M) are perfect over F(M). In particular, F̃(M) is split generated
by F(M), and

(3.27) π∗2M
M ⊗relF(M) π

∗
1M

M ' π∗2MM ⊗relF̃(M)
π∗1M

M

Moreover, under this identification, the maps (3.22) and (3.24) coincide, and cone(3.22) ' cone(3.24)

(as families of F(M)-bimodules, or as families of F̃(M)-bimodules if one considers cone(3.22) as a

family of F̃(M)-bimodules).

As observed above, (3.24) is a quasi-isomorphism at every closed point (z1, z2); hence, cone(3.24)|(z1,z2) '
0. The families π∗1M

M and π∗2M
M are proper; hence, by Lemma 2.25, they are perfect. This

implies π∗2M
M ⊗relF(M) π

∗
1M

M is proper by Lemma 2.26. Therefore, cone(3.24) is proper, and

cone(3.24)(L,L′) has coherent, bounded cohomology over H1(M,Gm) ×H1(M,Gm), for any pair
(L,L′) of objects. In particular, cone(3.24)(L,L′) is quasi-isomorphic to a bounded complex of co-
herent sheaves C, and by Lemma 3.15, it is acyclic. Since this holds for every (L,L′), cone(3.24) ' 0.
This concludes the proof. �

We will combine Lemma 3.9, Lemma 3.12 and Proposition 3.13, to conclude that the family MM

is “geometric”, i.e. MM |z represents φz.

3.3. The adjustments for the Weinstein case. In this section, we explain how to extend the
results of the previous chapter to exact symplectic manifolds. We will restrict ourselves to Weinstein
manifolds, although the results presumably generalize to non-degenerate Liouville manifolds with
slightly different techniques. We need to explain how to construct the families, and establish
Lemma 3.9, Lemma 3.12 and Proposition 3.13 in this setting. Throughout this section, assume M
is Weinstein. Therefore, W(M) is a smooth category, as stated. Also, throughout this section, let

G denote the algebraic group H1(M,Gm) = Spec(Λ[zH1(M)]) (where H1(M) means first homology
modulo torsion).

The family MM can be constructed as before. More precisely, one can define the family MM

exactly in the same way on O(M,σ). Then, if C denotes the set of continuation elements, then the
right localization MM

C−1 (or the left localization C−1MM ) descends to a family of bimodules over

W(M,σ). This can be shown using the techniques of [GPS17]. One can also define MM in the
same way for the models ofW(M) given in [AS10, Abo10]. Similarly, given compact, tautologically

unobstructed Lagrangian brane L̃, one can define han
L̃

exactly as before. Analogous to Lemma 3.9

we have

Lemma 3.16. For small P ⊂ H1(M,R), han
L̃

is well-defined and given z ∈ SP , han
L̃
|z ' hφz(L̃).

Hence, han
L̃

is an analytic family of right modules parametrized by SP . The proof of Lemma 3.9

applies verbatim, we include a separate statement for cross referencing purposes.

The main obstruction to establish Lemma 3.12 and Proposition 3.13 is that the family MM is not
necessarily proper; therefore, we cannot apply Lemma 2.25 to show perfectness. Moreover, one
needs the properness of both sides of (3.22) to apply Lemma 3.15 to conclude (3.22) is a quasi-
isomorphism. This does not hold. Indeed, in the presence of a stop f such that W(M, f) is proper,
the proofs of Lemma 3.12 and Proposition 3.13 works verbatim.

We use this fact to deduce the same result on W(M) as follows: by [GP17], one can endow M
with the structure of a Lefschetz fibration. Let f denote the corresponding fiber (pushed to infinity,
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so it is a stop). In particular, W(M, f) is smooth and proper and there exists a quotient map
W(M, f) → W(M, f)/D ' W(M) (this is an example of smooth categorical compactification as
in [Efi20], also see [CK21]). Here, D can be taken to be a finite collection of Lagrangian discs
(the linking discs of the core of f). There exists an algebraic family MM

W(M,f) of bimodules over

W(M, f), defined exactly in the same way, and an analytic family han
L̃

. Note that the family han
L̃

overW(M, f) can be obtained from the family han
L̃

overW(M) by restriction along the stop removal

functor W(M, f) → W(M). This is true as L̃ is compact. In particular, han
L̃

(D) is acyclic for all
D ∈ D.

Observe MM
W(M,f) can seen as the deformation of the diagonal bimodule obtained by endowing

one Lagrangian with “the universal rank-1” local system (these local systems are parametrized
by G). Consider the right quotient MM

W(M,f)/D, which is a family of W(M, f)-W(M)-bimodules.

See [GPS17] for a review of quotients and localization (and note the slight change in composi-
tion conventions). Similarly, this family is the deformation of W(M, f)/D (as a W(M, f)-W(M)-
bimodule) obtained by endowing one input with the universal rank-1 local system on M . By
definition of localization, (W(M, f)/D)(D, ·) and (MM

W(M,f)/D)(D, ·) are acyclic for every D ∈ D,

and MM
W(M,f)/D can be identified with MM . The latter is a priori a family of W(M)-W(M)-

bimodules, but in the last sentence, it is considered as a family of W(M, f)-W(M)-bimodules. It
follows that (W(M, f)/D)(·, D) and its deformation (MM

W(M,f)/D)(·, D) are acyclic too (for each

D ∈ D). In particular, they both descend to W(M, f)/D-W(M, f)/D-bimodules.

Similarly, D\MM
W(M,f) descends to a family of W(M, f)/D-W(M, f)/D-bimodules. Therefore, one

has

(3.28) D\MM
W(M,f) ' D\M

M
W(M,f)/D 'MM

W(M,f)/D

and this is also quasi-isomorphic to MM as remarked. Now we are ready to prove

Lemma 3.17. There exists P ⊂ H1(M,R) such that hL̃ ⊗W(M) M
M |SP ' hanL̃ .

Proof. As remarked, this statement holds over W(M, f), i.e. hL̃ ⊗W(M,f) M
M
W(M,f)|SP ' han

L̃
. Take

the right quotient by D on both sides. The left hand side becomes hL̃ ⊗W(M,f) (MM
W(M,f)/D)|SP .

By remarks above (MM
W(M,f)/D)|SP ' (D\MM

W(M,f)/D)|SP is a family of W(M, f)/D-W(M, f)/D-

bimodules, and similarly for hL̃. Hence, by [GPS17, Lemma 3.15],

(3.29) hL̃ ⊗W(M,f) (MM
W(M,f)/D)|SP ' hL̃ ⊗(W(M,f)/D) (MM

W(M,f)/D)|SP ' hL̃ ⊗W(M) M
M |SP

Similarly, the right hand side becomes han
L̃
/D. On the other hand, han

L̃
descend to the same named

family over W(M); therefore, han
L̃
' han

L̃
/D. This finishes the proof. �

Using similar methods, we have:

Proposition 3.18. The family MM over W(M) is group-like.

Proof. As remarked above, the proof of Proposition 3.13 works verbatim and one has

(3.30) π∗2M
M
W(M,f) ⊗

rel
W(M,f) π

∗
1M

M
W(M,f) ' m

∗MM
W(M,f)

where the quasi-isomorphism is defined as in (3.22). Take the quotient by D on both sides. The left
hand side becomes π∗2(D\MM

W(M,f)) ⊗
rel
W(M,f) π

∗
1(MM

W(M,f)/D). As above, both sides are bimodules
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over W(M, f)/D, and one can apply [GPS17, Lemma 3.15] to show
(3.31)

π∗2(D\MM
W(M,f))⊗

rel
W(M,f) π

∗
1(MM

W(M,f)/D) ' π∗2(D\MM
W(M,f))⊗

rel
(W(M,f)/D) π

∗
1(MM

W(M,f)/D) '
π∗2M

M ⊗relW(M) π
∗
1M

M

Similarly, the right hand side becomes m∗(D\MM
W(M,f)/D) ' m∗MM . Therefore,

(3.32) π∗2M
M ⊗relW(M) π

∗
1M

M ' m∗MM

This finishes the proof. �

Proposition 3.18, together with Lemma 2.32 imply:

Corollary 3.19. The family MM is perfect.

4. Algebraicity of the Floer homology sheaf

In this section, we prove the main abstract theorem, Theorem 1.15, by combining Lemma 3.9,
Lemma 3.12 and Proposition 3.13 (resp. Lemma 3.16, Lemma 3.17 and Proposition 3.18). We use
this to deduce Theorem 1.1. To avoid repetition, we only show the proof for compact M . The
proof is identical in the exact case. Recall the statements first:

Theorem 1.1. Let L,L′ ⊂ M be tautologically unobstructed closed Lagrangian branes. Then,
there exists a finite complex of algebraic coherent sheaves over H1(M,Gm) whose restriction at
z ∈ H1(M,Gm) has cohomology isomorphic to HF (L, φz(L

′)).

Theorem 1.15. Given tautologically unobstructed Lagrangian brane L̃

(4.1) hL̃ ⊗F(M) M
M |z ' hφz(L̃)

for all z ∈ H1(M,Gm).

The algebraic sheaf mentioned in Theorem 1.1 is quasi-isomorphic to hL′ ⊗F(M) M
M ⊗F(M) h

L.

The algebraicity of will follow from algebraicity of the family MM , and one point of the proof is
its coherence. On the other hand, to relate it to Floer homology, we combine Theorem 1.15 with
Lemma 2.3.

Proof of Theorem 1.15. For simplicity, assume z = T [α], for some closed 1-form α, and for cleaner
notation denote φT t[α] by φtα, as before. Then, φtα(L̃), t ∈ [0, 1] defines a Lagrangian isotopy from L̃

to φz(L̃). By Lemma 3.9 and Lemma 3.12, given φtα(L̃), there exists a small Pt ⊂ H1(M,R) such
that

(4.2) hφtα(L̃) ⊗F(M) M
M |T [β] ' hφtα+β(L̃)

for every [β] ∈ Pt (i.e. z′ = T [β] ∈ SPt). The compact interval [0, valT (z)] = [0, [α]] ⊂ H1(M,R)
is covered by the interiors of t[α] + Pt; thus, it admits a finite subcover, and there exists 0 = t0 <
t1 < · · · < tp = 1 such that every [ti−1[α], ti[α]] is contained in one of t[α] + Pt. Hence,

(4.3) hφtα(L̃) ⊗F(M) M
M |

T (ti−1−t)[α] ' hφti−1
α (L̃)

and the same with ti−1 replaced by ti. (4.3) also implies

(4.4) h
φ
ti−1
α (L̃)

⊗F(M) M
M |

T (t−ti−1)[α] ' hφtα(L̃)
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by the group-like property of MM . Hence,

h
φ
ti
α (L̃)

' hφtα(L̃) ⊗F(M) M
M |T (ti−t)[α] '(4.5)

h
φ
ti−1
α (L̃)

⊗F(M) M
M |

T (t−ti−1)[α] ⊗F(M) M
M |T (ti−t)[α] '(4.6)

h
φ
ti−1
α (L̃)

⊗F(M) M
M |

T (ti−ti−1)[α](4.7)

where the last identity also follows from the group-like property. Therefore,

(4.8)
h
φ
tp
α (L̃)

' h
φ
t0
α (L̃)

⊗F(M) M
M |T (t1−t0)[α] ⊗F(M) · · · ⊗F(M) M

M |
T (tp−tp−1)[α] '

h
φ
t0
α (L̃)

⊗F(M) MM |T (tp−t0)[α]

The last quasi-isomorphism is again due to group-like property. This is what the theorem asserts,
and it finishes the proof. �

Remark 4.1. It is also true that

(4.9) MM |z ⊗F(M) h
L̃ ' hφ−z(L̃)

which follows similarly. More precisely, one needs left module versions of Lemma 3.9, Lemma 3.12,
Lemma 3.16 and Lemma 3.17, whose proofs are very similar to given versions.

Proof of Theorem 1.1. MM is a perfect family of bimodules (directly implied by Lemma 2.25 in
the compact case, for the exact case, see Corollary 3.19).

As hL′ and hL are proper modules, the complex hL′ ⊗F(M) M
M ⊗F(M) h

L is quasi-isomorphic to a
finite complex of coherent sheaves (it is algebraic by construction, it can be seen as a complex of

O(H1(M,Gm)) = Λ[zH1(M)]-modules).

By Theorem 1.15, hL′⊗F(M)M
M |z is quasi-isomorphic to hφz(L′). Thus, the restriction of hL′⊗F(M)

MM ⊗F(M) h
L at z ∈ H1(M,Gm) is quasi-isomorphic to

(4.10) hφz(L′) ⊗F(M) h
L ' CF (L, φz(L

′))

The last quasi-isomorphism follows from Lemma 2.3. This completes the proof. �

Corollary 1.3 and Corollary 1.4 now follows from generalities on complexes of coherent sheaves.
More precisely, let (C, d) be a finite, algebraic complex of vector bundles H1(M,Gm) (i.e. a finite

complex of projective modules over Λ[zH1(M)]) that is quasi-isomorphic to hL′⊗F(M)M
M⊗F(M)h

L.

Then, at every z ∈ H1(M,Gm), the rank of H∗(C|z, dz) is equal to dim(C)− 2rank(dz). One can
assume C is graded free, and by trivializing the it, one can see d as a matrix with coefficients in
Λ[zH1(M)]. The locus where rank(dz) >

1
2(dim(C)−k) is a Zariski open set, and the locus of points

where dim(C) − 2rank(dz) ≥ k is its complement. This proves Corollary 1.4. The minimal rank
locus forms the Zariski open set that is mentioned in Corollary 1.3.

To prove Corollary 1.5, we have to restrict this algebraic sheaf to “the real line” {T t[α] : t ∈ R} ⊂
H1(M,Gm). Consider the ring

(4.11) Λ[zR] = {
∑

arz
r : ar ∈ Λ, the sum is finite}

and base change (C, d) to this ring, along the map Λ[zH1(M)]→ Λ[zR] that sends z[C] to zα([C]). We
obtain a finite complex of free Λ[zR]-modules whose restriction to “z = T t” (i.e. its base change
along Λ[zR]→ Λ, zr 7→ T tr) is quasi-isomorphic to CF (L, φtα(L′)). Denote this complex by (C ′, d′).
We claim the rank of cohomology of this complex restricted to z = T t is constant in t, with finitely
many exceptions. We first need:
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Lemma 4.2. Let f ∈ Λ[zR] be non-zero. Then f(T t) = 0 holds only for finitely many t ∈ R.

Proof. Let f(z) = ar1z
r1 + · · ·+ arkz

rk , where ari 6= 0 and r1 < · · · < rk. Given t, valT (ariT
tri) =

valT (ari) + tri. Thus, when “z = T t” is plugged in for t � 0, ar1z
r1 term has strictly smaller

valuation than the other terms, and it is non-zero; hence, f(T t) 6= 0. Similarly, for t � 0, arkz
rk

term has strictly smaller valuation and f(T t) 6= 0. In other words, the zeroes of t 7→ f(T t) form a
bounded subset of R.

Now, assume t0 be a zero of this function, i.e. f(T t0) = 0. Let I ⊂ {1, . . . , k} denote the set of i
such that ariT

t0ri terms has minimal valuation. There is a positive valuation gap between ariT
t0ri

terms for i ∈ I and the remaining terms, and this property persists for small deformations of t0.
In other words, there exists an ε > 0 such that for any t ∈ (t0 − ε, t0 + ε), ariT

tri has also strictly
smaller valuation than arjT

trj , if i ∈ I, j 6∈ I. On the other hand, if t 6= t0, then valT (ariT
tri) is no

longer equal to valT (arjT
trj ), for i, j ∈ I, i 6= j (as ri 6= rj). As these terms have pairwise different

and smaller valuation than those for i 6∈ I, f(T t) 6= 0. Thus, t0 is the only zero in (t0 − ε, t0 + ε),
and the set of zeroes is also discrete. As it is also bounded, this set is finite. �

The set of t ∈ R, where cohomology of the complex (C ′|T t , d′T t) has rank larger than minimal (in t)
is the same as the set of t ∈ R such that rank(d′T t) is less than the maximal possible (among other
rank(d′T t), not only less than full rank). This set is given by vanishing of finitely many minors
of the matrix corresponding to d′. Hence, by Lemma 4.2, this set is finite (as its compliment is
non-empty). This implies the minimal rank locus of the cohomology of (C ′|T t , d′T t) is a cofinite
subset of R, and this finishes the proof of Corollary 1.5.

5. Algebraic stabilizers and the flux groups of Lagrangians

We now turn to the proof of:

Theorem 1.7. Let L be a tautologically unobstructed, closed Lagrangian brane in M . Then the
set of z ∈ H1(M,Gm) such that L is stably isomorphic to φz(L) form an algebraic subtorus of
H1(M,Gm) whose Lie algebra is given by the kernel of the map H1(M,Λ)→ H1(L,Λ).

The idea for algebraicity of this set is simple: L and φz(L) are stably isomorphic if and only if the
composition maps

HF (φz(L), L)⊗HF (L, φz(L))→ HF (L,L)(5.1)

HF (L, φz(L))⊗HF (φz(L), L)→ HF (φz(L), φz(L))(5.2)

both hit the respective units. We have shown HF (L, φz(L)) can be recovered as the the cohomology
of an algebraic sheaf at z, and the same holds for HF (φz(L), L) and HF (φz(L), φz(L)). One can
also show the composition map is a map of algebraic sheaves. Therefore, the locus of z such that
these maps hit the unit form a constructible set in Zariski topology. But, this set is also a subgroup;
therefore, it is a Zariski closed subgroup.

Now, we would like to elaborate on the steps. First, (5.2) hits the unit if and only if the map

(5.3) HF (φz−1(L), L)⊗HF (L, φz−1(L))→ HF (L,L)

hits the unit. (5.3) can be obtained from (5.1) by a parameter change z 7→ z−1. Therefore, if
the locus of points hitting the unit under (5.1) is constructible, then the same holds for the locus
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corresponding to (5.3), and the intersection of two loci is still constructible. Hence, it suffices to
show that the locus of points such that (5.1) hits the unit is constructible.

We have shown that HF (L, φz(L)) is the cohomology of the restriction of the complex hL ⊗F(M)

MM ⊗F(M) h
L to z ∈ H1(M,Gm). Similarly, if one defines MM,− to be the family over H1(M,Gm)

by replacing z in (3.3) and (3.4) by z−1 (in other words, by a parameter change z 7→ z−1), then
the cohomology of the complex hL ⊗F(M) M

M,− ⊗F(M) h
L at z is HF (φz(L), L). Indeed, Remark

4.1 implies that

(5.4) hφz(L) 'MM,−|z ⊗F(M) h
L

Recall from Lemma 2.9 that the composition

(5.5)
hL ⊗F(M) h

φz(L) ⊗ hφz(L) ⊗F(M) h
L ' CF (φz(L), L)⊗ CF (L, φz(L))→

CF (L,L) ' hL ⊗F(M) hL ' hL ⊗F(M) F(M)⊗F(M) hL

is obtained (up to homotopy) by contracting the middle components hφz(L)⊗hφz(L) via the bimodule
map

(5.6) hφz(L) ⊗ hφz(L) → F(M)

given by (2.17) (here F(M) denotes the diagonal bimodule). The left hand side of (5.6) is quasi-
isomorphic to

(5.7) MM,−|z ⊗F(M) h
L ⊗ hL ⊗F(M) M

M |z
As a result, (5.6) is equivalent to a map from (5.7) to F(M). We have

Lemma 5.1. The map from (5.7) to F(M) obtained by the composition of

(5.8)
MM,−|z ⊗F(M) h

L ⊗ hL ⊗F(M) M
M |z →MM,−|z ⊗F(M) F(M)⊗F(M) M

M |z '
MM,−|z ⊗F(M) MM |z → F(M)

where the arrow in the first line is given by applying the natural bimodule map hL ⊗ hL → F(M),
and the arrow in the second line is given by applying (3.22) at z1 = z, z2 = z−1 (i.e. the composition
map MM |z−1 ⊗F(M) M

M |z → F(M)).

We skip the proof of this lemma. It is based on chasing the isomorphism constructed in the proof
of Theorem 1.15 (hence, also in Lemma 3.9 and Lemma 3.12).

Therefore, one can write a family version of (5.1) as the composition

(5.9)
(MM,− ⊗F(M) h

L ⊗ hL)⊗relF(M) M
M → (MM,− ⊗F(M) F(M))⊗relF(M) M

M '
MM,− ⊗relF(M) M

M → F(M)

Here the superscript rel indicates the tensor product is taken relative to H1(M,Gm), and F(M)

denotes the constant family of bimodules parametrized by H1(M,Gm) that restricts to F(M) at
points (we put the underline once to avoid confusion, but we will mostly omit this from the nota-
tion). Hence, (5.9) involves families over H1(M,Gm) only (i.e. not over H1(M,Gm)×H1(M,Gm)
etc.). The family MM,− ⊗relF(M) M

M can be obtained by restricting π∗2M
M ⊗relF(M) π

∗
1M

M to the

subvariety {z1 = z, z2 = z−1} ⊂ H1(M,Gm) × H1(M,Gm), and the bottom map in (5.9) is the
restriction of (3.22) to this subvariety.

Hence we have a morphism of families

(5.10) MM,− ⊗F(M) h
L ⊗ hL ⊗F(M) M

M → F(M)
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that restrict to (5.8) at z ∈ H1(M,Gm) (we omitted the superscript rel as there was not a unique
place it can be placed). One can define a (necessarily algebraic) map

(5.11) hL ⊗F(M) M
M,− ⊗F(M) h

L ⊗ hL ⊗F(M) M
M ⊗F(M) h

L → hL ⊗F(M) h
L

of chain complexes over H1(M,Gm) by contracting middle components via (5.10). The restriction
of this map to z ∈ H1(M,Gm) is homotopic to composition map (5.1) by Lemma (5.1) and the
preceding remarks. The complex hL ⊗F(M) h

L ' CF (L,L) ⊗ O(H1(M,Gm)) admits a natural

closed section 1 corresponding to unit. Then, the map (5.1) hits the unit if and only if the restriction
of the map (5.11) at z hits 1|z. Let s denote the image of 1 ∈ hL ⊗F(M) h

L considered as an element

of the cone of (5.11). Then, (5.11) at z hits 1|z if and only if s|z vanishes in cohomology of the
cone(5.11). The following lemma shows that this condition defines a constructible set:

Lemma 5.2. Let S be a smooth affine variety over Λ and let (C, d) be a finite complex of finite
rank projective modules over O(S). Assume s ∈ C satisfy d(s) = 0. Then the locus of points in S
such that s|x vanishes in H∗(C|x) form a constructible set.

Proof. Assume without loss of generality that s ∈ C1. Also, as C is locally free, for simplicity we
can assume it is free. Trivialize C to consider d0 : C0 → C1 as a matrix. Then s|x ∈ Im(d0|x)
if and only if the rank of the matrix d0 is the same as the rank of the matrix [d0, s] at x. Here,
[d0, s] is the matrix obtained by considering s as a column matrix and placing on the right of d0.
The locus of points where these ranks are the same and k is the set of points where all minors of
[d0, s] of size (k + 1)-vanish, but at least one minor of d0 of size k does not vanish. Hence, this set
is locally closed, and the union of such sets over all k is constructible. �

We apply Lemma 5.2 to a finite projective replacement of the cohomologically proper complex
cone(5.11). As remarked the locus of points where (5.2) (equivalently (5.3)) hits the unit can be
obtained by the change of variable z 7→ z−1; hence, this set is also constructible. The intersection
of two constructible sets is constructible. This intersection locus is the set of z such that L and
φz(L) are stably isomorphic.

Remark 5.3. From a scheme theoretic perspective, we are considering the underlying reduced
varieties of the locally closed subsets forming this intersection locus.

Remark 5.4. In the exact case, MM is not necessarily proper, but it is still perfect. This, together
with compactness of L (hence, properness of hL, h

L) implies that (5.10) is a proper bimodule, and
(5.8) is cohomologically finite.

Hence, we have shown that the locus of z ∈ H1(M,Gm) such that L and φz(L) are stably isomorphic
is a constructible set. It is clearly closed under multiplication and taking inverses; therefore, this
locus is an abstract subgroup (to see this better, one has to consider the initial definition of stably
isomorphic in terms of each object embedding into a direct sum of copies of the other). The
following lemma shows that it is a closed subgroup:

Lemma 5.5. Let G be an affine algebraic group over Λ and let H ⊂ G be a (reduced) constructible
set that form an abstract subgroup. Then, H is an algebraic subgroup of G.

Proof. H is a finite union of locally closed sets S1, . . . , Sl, assume without loss of generality these
sets are all irreducible, relatively closed in H and none of them is contained in the union of others.
As H is closed under multiplication by its elements, for any Si and x ∈ H, xSi ⊂ H. Hence,
xSi ⊂ Sj for some j. If xSi 6= Sj , this implies Si 6= x−1Sj , and the relatively closed, irreducible
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set x−1Sj is contained in one of Sk, k 6= i. This contradicts the initial assumption that Si 6⊂ Sk.
Therefore, xSi = Sj . In other words, the components {Si} are closed under multiplication by the
elements of H.

A generic point of H belongs to exactly one of Si and is smooth. Any translation of this point
by an element of H satisfy the same property; hence, every point of H is smooth and belongs to
exactly one of Si. In particular, these components Si are pairwise disjoint. Homogeneity of H
implies they are all translates of each other. Assume S1 is the component such that 1 ∈ S1. Being
the connected component of the identity, S1 is an abstract subgroup of H.

Hence, we only need to check the locally closed, reduced, abstract subgroup S1 is actually closed.
The Zariski closure S1 is a closed, connected subgroup of G, and S1 is an open subgroup of S1,
which implies S1 = S1. �

This completes part of the proof of Theorem 1.7. Namely, the locus of z such that L and φz(L)
are stably isomorphic form a closed subgroup. Therefore, it is an extension of a subtorus of
H1(M,Gm) by a finite set. Denote this locus by H from now on. We claimed that the Lie algebra
of H is given by the kernel of H1(M,Λ) → H1(L,Λ). This kernel can obtained from the kernel
of H1(M,Z) → H1(L,Z) by Λ-linear extension. Kernel of H1(M,Z) → H1(L,Z) is a primitive
sublattice of H1(M,Z) (H1(M,Z) is naturally isomorphic to the cocharacter lattice of H1(M,Gm)).
Hence, it defines a subtorus of H which we denote by K. To complete the proof of Theorem 1.7,
we need to show K = H. First,

Lemma 5.6. If K 6= H, then there exists z ∈ H\K such that z ∈ H1(M,UΛ) (hence, it corresponds
to a unitary local system on M that is non-trivial on L).

Proof. As K is connected, it is a subgroup of Ho ⊂ H, the identity component. First assume K (
Ho. Then, there exists a primitive cocharacter v ∈ Lie(H) such that Λ.v ∩Lie(K) = {0}. Then, v
defines a subgroup Gm

∼= K ′ ⊂ Ho such that K ∩K ′ = {1}. In particular, K ′ ∩H1(M,UΛ) ∼= UΛ

is not fully contained in K. This implies the claim.

If K = Ho ( H, then there exists z ∈ H \ Ho, and k ∈ N such that zk ∈ Ho = K. In
particular, valT (zk) = kvalT (z) ∈ valT (K) = ker(H1(M,R)→ H1(L,R)). This implies valT (z) ∈
valT (K) and there exists a z0 ∈ K such that valT (z0) = valT (z). Then, zz−1

0 is an element of
(H \K) ∩H1(M,UΛ).

Such an element corresponds to a unitary local system, and as it is not in K, the restriction of this
local system to L is non-trivial. �

The following lemma will let us complete the proof of Theorem 1.7:

Lemma 5.7. Let L be a tautologically unobstructed, closed Lagrangian brane (endowed with the
trivial unitary local system). Then there exists a functor

(5.12) LocL(UΛ)→ H∗(F(M))

(resp. to H∗(W(M))), where LocL(UΛ) is the category of UΛ-local systems on L, that sends ξ to
(L, ξ). Moreover, this functor is fully faithful.

Proof. The functor can be defined using a version of the PSS map. Namely, at the morphism
level, define it to be the obvious map from RHom(ξ1, ξ2) = H∗(ξ2 ⊗ ξ−1

1 ) to HF ((L, ξ1), (L, ξ2)) =
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HF (L, (L, ξ2 ⊗ ξ−1
1 )) ∼= H∗(ξ2 ⊗ ξ−1

1 ). One needs to check compatibility of this with the product
(only µ2), which holds as the PSS map is an algebra map. The fully faithfulness is clear. �

Corollary 5.8. If (L, ξ1) and (L, ξ2) are stably isomorphic, than ξ1
∼= ξ2.

Proof. The functor above immediately extends to direct sums of unitary local systems. As it is
fully faithful, stable isomorphism assumption on (L, ξ1) and (L, ξ2) imply the same for ξ1 and ξ2,
i.e. the composition

(5.13) RHom(ξ2, ξ1)⊗RHom(ξ1, ξ2)→ RHom(ξ1, ξ1)

hits the identity, and similarly with ξ1, ξ2 swapped. Regardless of Fukaya category being Z-graded
or not, the two spaces in (5.13) are Z-graded, they have no negative degree components, and (5.13)
preserves grading. Therefore, RHom0(ξ1, ξ2) = H0(ξ2 ⊗ ξ−1

1 ) 6= 0. Since ξ1 and ξ2 are of rank 1,
this implies ξ1

∼= ξ2 in the case L is connected. Observe that (5.13) hitting the identity has the
stronger implication that for every connected component of L, H0(ξ2 ⊗ ξ−1

1 ) has a section that is
non-zero on that component; hence, the local systems are isomorphic over any component. This
finishes the proof in the case L is disconnected. �

Conclusion of the proof of Theorem 1.7. We only need to show K = H. If K 6= H, Lemma 5.6
implies there exists an element z ∈ H ∩H1(M,UΛ) such that the corresponding local system ξz is
non-trivial on L. On the other hand, z ∈ H implies L and φz(L) are stably isomorphic, and by
Corollary 5.8, ξz|L = 1. This contradiction shows that initial assumption was wrong and K = H.
This completes the proof of Theorem 1.7. �

Now we can show

Proof of Corollary 1.8. Let [α] be the flux of an isotopy from 1 to φ ∈ Symp0(M,ω). By Banyaga’s

theorem, φ1
α is Hamiltonian isotopic to φ. Hence, if we let z = T [α], φz(L) and L are stably

isomorphic. By Theorem 1.7, z belongs to subtorus with Lie algebra given by ker(H1(M,Λ) →
H1(L,Λ)). In particular, [α] = valT (z) ∈ ker(H1(M,R) → H1(L,R)). In other words, [α|L] =
0. �

Proof of Corollary 1.10. If H1(M,R)→ H1(L,R) is surjective, than any Lagrangian isotopy from
L can be generated by a global symplectic isotopy. Hence, applying Corollary 1.8, we conclude the
proof. �

We have always considered embedded Lagrangians, but we did not assume the Lagrangians are
connected. Before ending the section, we prove the following lemma, which shows that under this
extra assumption, the notions of isomorphic and stably isomorphic coincide:

Lemma 5.9. If L and L′ are connected and stably isomorphic, then they are isomorphic.

Proof. Stably isomorphic implies that

(5.14) µ2 : HF (L′, L)⊗HF (L,L′)→ HF (L,L) ' H∗(L,Λ)

hits the unit. Therefore, there exists closed morphisms fi, gi such that
∑
µ2(fi, gi) = 1. In

particular, there exists an i such that µ2(fi, gi) has non-vanishing H0(L,Λ) ∼= Λ component. In the
Z/2Z-graded case, there may be other terms of even degree, but non-vanishing H0(L,Λ)-component
implies µ2(fi, gi) is invertible in the algebra H∗(L,Λ). Hence, by composing fi with an invertible
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element of HF (L,L) ∼= H∗(L,Λ) on the left, we can assume µ2(fi, gi) = 1. Hence, gi is a split
embedding from L to L′. Similarly, there exists a split embedding h from L′ to L. Thus, µ2(h, gi),
resp. µ2(gi, h) are split embeddings from L to itself, resp. L′ to itself. Any such split embedding is
invertible, as the algebras H∗(L,Λ), resp. H∗(L′,Λ) has no non-trivial idempotents. Invertibility
of µ2(h, gi) and µ2(gi, h) imply invertibility of both h and gi. �

6. Affine torus charts and the rationality of the mirror

In this section, we prove the following statement:

Theorem 1.11. Assume M is Weinstein, L, as above, is a Lagrangian torus, and H1(M,R) →
H1(L,R) is surjective. Assume M is mirror dual to a projective or affine variety X over Λ, in the
sense that the wrapped Fukaya category is Z-graded and derived equivalent to DbCoh(X). Further
assume, the equivalence maps L to a sky-scraper sheaf of a smooth point x ∈ X. Then x lies

in a Zariski chart isomorphic to H1(L,Gm) ∼= Gb1(L)
m . In particular, its irreducible component

is rational. Under the given equivalence, other points in this chart correspond to Lagrangian tori
(possibly equipped with unitary local systems) inside M .

The idea is to construct “charts” in the moduli of objects/modules. The family hL ⊗W(M) M
M is

“versal” in the sense that infinitesimally it deforms in every possible direction. Using Theorem 1.7,
we will actually show that by restricting this family to a subvariety of the base, we obtain a family
of modules that can be thought as a chart in the moduli of objects.

More precisely, let H ⊂ H1(M,Gm) be the subtorus of points z such that L and φz(L) are stably
isomorphic (i.e. the subtorus with Lie algebra ker(H1(M,Λ)→ H1(L,Λ)) and cocharacter lattice
ker(H1(M,Z) → H1(L,Z))). By choosing a complement to the cocharacter lattice of H, we
obtain a subtorus J ⊂ H1(M,Gm) such that H1(M,Gm) = H ⊕ J . Hence, the induced maps
J → H1(L,Gm) and Lie(J)→ H1(L,Λ) are isomorphisms. Consider the family

(6.1) NL := hL ⊗W(M) M
M |J

parametrized by J . Heuristically, this family can be seen as an algebraic map from J to the moduli
of objects/modules. Also, by Theorem 1.15, one still has NL|z ' hφz(L). We will show that NL is
injective on Λ-points and an immersion, in an appropriate sense. Indeed,

Lemma 6.1. If z1, z2 ∈ J(Λ) are such that NL|z1 ' NL|z2, then z1 = z2.

Proof. If NL|z1 ' NL|z2 , then φz1(L) and φz2(L) are stably isomorphic. Hence, L is stably isomor-
phic to φz−1

2 z1
(L) and by Theorem 1.7, z−1

2 z1 ∈ H. On the other hand, z−1
2 z1 ∈ J as well, and

H ∩ J = {1}. This implies z1 = z2. �

Without loss of generality, we can assume L is exact. Indeed, the surjectivity of H1(M,R) →
H1(L,R) implies that there exists a closed 1-form α on M whose restriction to L agree with the

Liouville form. Hence, φ−1
α (L) = φT−[α](L) is exact. We can also assume T [α] ∈ J . Then, the

families hL ⊗W(M) M
M |J and hφ

T−[α] (L) ⊗W(M) M
M |J are related by the change of parameter

z 7→ T [α]z, thanks to group-like property. From now on assume L is exact.

Let z ∈ J(Λ). Recall that a tangent vector at z can be identified with an element zν ∈ J(Λ[ε]/(ε2))
that specialize to z at ε = 0. A map is an immersion if its differential is injective on tangent vectors.
Our immersion statement is
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Lemma 6.2. If zν1 and zν2 are two tangent vectors at z, and NL|zν1 and NL|zν2 are quasi-
isomorphic, then zν1 = zν2.

Here, NL|zν1 and NL|zν2 are families of modules over W(M) parametrized by Spec(Λ[ε]/(ε2)).

Denote Λ[ε]/(ε2) by R.

Proof. As L is exact, it can be considered as an object of W(M) and NL is quasi-isomorphic

to MM (·, L). In the language of Section 3, this is the same as halgL |J (see Definition 3.5). In

particular, NL|zνi ' halgL |zνi . Let ξzνi denote the rank 1, R = Λ[ε]/(ε2) local system on M corre-

sponding to zνi . Then halgL |zνi is represented as “the Yoneda module of (L, ξzνi |L)”. We will use the

Yoneda lemma to identify hom(halgL |zνi , h
alg
L |zνj ) with CF ((L, ξzνi |L), (L, ξzνj |L)) (and hence with

RHom(ξzνi |L, ξzνj |L) in the category of R-linear local systems over L).

To make this precise, one can construct the R-linear wrapped Fukaya category of Lagrangians
equipped with rank 1 R-linear local systems. Consider this category spanned by the objects

ob(W(M)) t {(L, ξzνi |L) : i = 1, 2}, and denote it by W̃(M). Explicitly, the A∞-subcategory

of W̃(M) spanned of the objects of W(M) is obtained by base change W(M)⊗Λ R, but once the
other two objects are added, the A∞-structure maps are obtained by counting discs whose weights
are twisted by the local systems. Consider the Yoneda modules h(L,ξzνi |L) and restrict them to

the subcategory W(M) ⊗Λ R. The category of modules over this subcategory can be identified
with families of modules over W(M) parametrized by Spec(R). In particular, h(L,ξzνi |L) corre-

sponds to halgL |zνi , and the homomorphisms hom(halgL |zνi , h
alg
L |zνj ) of families is quasi-isomorphic to

hom(h(L,ξzνi |L), h(L,ξzνj |L)). By Yoneda lemma, the latter is quasi-isomorphic to

(6.2) W̃(M)((L, ξzνi |L), (L, ξzνj |L)) ' CF ((L, ξzνi |L), (L, ξzνj |L)) ' RΓL((ξzνj ⊗ ξ
−1
zνi

)|L)

If zν1 6= zν2 , then zν2z
−1
ν1 ∈ J(R) \ {1}, which does not intersect H. Therefore, zν2z

−1
ν1 6∈ H, and the

restriction ξd := (ξzν2 ⊗ ξ
−1
zν1

)|L is a non trivial rank 1 R-local system on L. Since, z = zν1 |ε=0 =

zν2 |ε=0, on the other hand, the Λ = R/(ε)-local system obtained from ξd by setting ε = 0 is trivial.
In other words, ξd has monodromy in 1+εR ⊂ R∗, and this monodromy is non-trivial. In particular,
R0ΓL(ξd) = ΓL(ξd) = εR. On the other hand, if one puts i = j in (6.2), one obtains R in degree 0.

This suffices to show that halgL |zν1 and halgL |zν2 are different, which finishes the proof. �

Note 6.3. Observe that the only property of the ring R that we need here is that the fixed set of
any R-linear non-trivial action of π1(L) on R is different from R (as an R-module). More precisely,
we distinguished a non-trivial R-local system on L of rank 1 from the trivial one by using the fact
that the global sections are different. This is equivalent to the given condition. This property holds
for any field extension of Λ, any commutative Artinian local ring, as well as for any integral domain.
The conclusion is, for any two different elements z1, z2 ∈ J(R), NL|z1 and NL|z2 are different (as
families of modules parametrized by Spec(R)).

Next, we discuss technical properties of this family.

Lemma 6.4. The family NL is proper, i.e. NL(L′) is cohomologically finitely generated over the
base J ⊂ H1(M,Λ), for any L′ ∈ W(M).

Proof. As L is exact, we can assume L is an object of W(M). By Lemma 2.3

(6.3) NL(L′) ' NL ⊗W(M) h
L′ = hL ⊗W(M) M

M |J ⊗W(M) h
L′ = MM (L′, L)|J
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MM (L′, L) is by definition a trivial vector bundle over H1(M,Gm) of finite rank; hence, so is its
restriction to J . �

We also have:

Lemma 6.5. NL is a perfect family, i.e. it can be represented as a twisted complex of constant
families. Also, for any z, Hom(NL|z,NL|z) := H∗(hom(NL|z,NL|z)) vanishes in negative degree,
and it is one dimensional at degree 0.

Proof. Perfectness follow from properness, see [Kar20, Lemma 3.15, Lemma 3.16] for some versions
(these statements does not use properness of the category). Alternatively, consider the functor

(6.4) N 7→ N⊗relW(M) M
M |J

on the families of right modules over J . Group-like property implies that this functor is an equiv-
alence with inverse given by

(6.5) N 7→ N⊗relW(M) M
M,−|J

Hence, it maps compact objects of the category of families to compact objects. It is standard that
the perfect modules coincide with the compact objects (see [Kel06]), and this still holds for families
of modules. Therefore, NL, the image of the constant family hL is perfect.

Properties of hom-sets also follow from this auto-equivalence of families, namely hom(hL, hL) is
quasi-isomorphic to hom(hL, hL)⊗O(J) ' CF (L,L)⊗O(J). This property is preserved under the
equivalences of families. �

Note 6.6. This claim holds for points z over other rings as well, not only for Λ-points.

The properties of NL shown in Lemma 6.1, Lemma 6.2, Lemma 6.4, and Lemma 6.5 are intrinsic
to this family, and are preserved under the mirror equivalence.

We use Coh(X) to denote an A∞-enhancement of DbCoh(X), which is derived equivalent (more
precisely Morita equivalent) to W(M) by assumption (and by the uniqueness of dg enhancements,
see [LO10]). Using the Morita equivalence, NL can be translated to a family over Coh(X), i.e. an
A∞-functor

(6.6) Coh(X)op → O(J)mod ' Coh(J)

By [Gai13], one can see this functor (or rather its extension to IndCoh(X)) as a Fourier-Mukai
transform

(6.7) F 7→ Rq∗RHom(p∗F,K)

where K ∈ IndCoh(X × J), RHom denote the local-hom and p : X × J → X, q : X × J → J are
the first and second projections.

Remark 6.7. To obtain a functor Coh(X)→ O(J)mod ' Coh(J) and a Fourier-Mukai transform
of the form Rq∗(p

∗F⊗LK) in its more typical form, one has to consider the family MM |J⊗W(M)h
L

instead. Everything else works in the same way; hence, we stick to the family NL.

One can construct the Fourier-Mukai kernel without reference to [Gai13], as the proof of the fol-
lowing lemma implies:

Lemma 6.8. K is quasi-isomorphic to a bounded complex of coherent sheaves over X × J .
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Proof. By Lemma 6.5, the corresponding family over Coh(X) can be represented by a twisted
complex of constant families. Any constant family F, where F ∈ Coh(X), is represented by the
kernel p∗F. Hence, the lemma follows. �

The functor category is quasi-isomorphic to IndCoh(X × J)(' IndCoh(X)⊗ IndCoh(J)). There-
fore, one can compute hom(NL,NL) as RHomX×J(K,K), which identifies with Rq∗RHom(K,K),
the J-relative homomorphisms of K, as J is affine.

The second part of Lemma 6.5 translates as:

Lemma 6.9. For any point z of J , RHomX(K|z,K|z) ' H∗(L). In particular, it vanishes in
negative degree, and it is one dimensional at degree 0.

In other words, K can be seen as morphism from the scheme J to the moduli of complexes of
sheaves satisfying this property (more precisely, it is a natural transformation from the functor of
points of J to the moduli functor of complexes with vanishing negative degree (−1) self-Ext, and
one dimensional degree 0 self-Ext).

First assume X is projective. Then, by [Ina02], this moduli space is represented by an algebraic
space SplcpxX . Therefore, the natural transformation above can be seen as a map J → SplcpxX .
Moreover, N|z=1 ' hL corresponds to Ox, the sky-scraper sheaf of x ∈ X, by the assumption on
mirror equivalence. Hence, J maps to the component of SplcpxX consisting of sky-scraper sheaves.
This component is clearly isomorphic to X, in other words we obtain a map J → X.

Now assumeX is affine, and letX ⊂ X̄ be a compactification to a projective scheme. By Lemma 6.8,
K ∈ DbCoh(X × J). We have

Lemma 6.10. The push-forward K̄ of K to X̄ × J is still in DbCoh(X̄ × J), and for any z ∈ J ,
ExtX̄(K̄|z, K̄|z) is the same as ExtX(K|z,K|z).

In particular, K̄ satisfies the same self-Ext conditions and defines a map J → SplcpxX̄ .

Proof. It suffices to show that the support of K is proper over J . By Lemma 6.4, for any
F ∈ Coh(X), Rq∗(RHomX(p∗F,K)) is a bounded complex of coherent sheaves over J . This in
particular, holds for F = OX . Therefore, Rq∗K in in DbCoh(J). In particular, for any point z of
J , RΓ(X,K|z) is finite dimensional. As X is affine, this implies K|z has proper support in X, and
the J-relative version also holds, i.e. K has proper support over J . �

Hence, we obtain a map J → SplcpxX̄ , and by the same reasoning, this actually comes from a map
J → X̄. On the other hand, K is pushed forward from X × J , its support is also there. Therefore,
the map J → X̄ has image in X.

In summary, we obtain a map from the affine torus J to X. Lemma 6.1 implies this map is
injective on Λ-points, and Lemma 6.2 implies it is an immersion. Note that J and X have the same
dimension (b1(L), for X this can be seen using Ext1(Ox,Ox) ∼= H1(L,Λ)); thus, the map is an
isomorphism on tangent spaces. From this one can conclude that J actually lands in the smooth
locus of X. Therefore, we have an open immersion J → X.

This proves the first part of Theorem 1.11. On the other hand, the module NL|z ' hφz(L) is shown
to be mirror to a point in this chart. Therefore, other points in this chart are mirror to Lagrangians
isotopic to L.
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Appendix A. Affinoid domains and semi-continuity

In this appendix, we review the basics of affinoid domains and prove a necessary semi-continuity
result. In practice, we only need examples SP defined in Section 2.4; however, we start in higher
generality here. Here too, we mostly take the dual point of view and work with rings of analytic
functions. As before, let Λ = C((TR)) and valT denote the T -adic valuation. Let |x|T := e−valT (x)

denote the T -adic norm.

Definition A.1. [Ked04] Let ρ := (ρ1, . . . , ρm) ∈ Rm+ . Define the Tate algebra Λ〈x1, . . . , xm〉ρ
to be the ring of series that converge over the polydisc of radius ρ, i.e. the set of series

∑
aIx

I ,
I ∈ Nm, aI ∈ Λ, such that

(A.1) valT (aI) + 〈I,− log ρ〉 = valT (aI)−
m∑
i=1

Ii log ρi →∞

as I → ∞. This condition is equivalent to |aI |TρI → 0, there ρI = ρI11 . . . ρImm . Notice that
Λ〈x1, . . . , xm〉ρ is endowed with the norm

(A.2)

∣∣∣∣∑ aIx
I

∣∣∣∣ := max{|aI |TρI : I ∈ Nm}

Remark A.2. The term Tate algebra is mostly used when ρ = (1, . . . , 1), i.e. for the set of series
that converge over the closed polydisc of radius 1. Observe that changing ρ defines isomorphic rings.
Namely, the map xi → T log ρixi defines an isomorphism from Λ〈x1, . . . , xm〉(1,...,1) to Λ〈x1, . . . , xm〉ρ.
We drop the subscript when ρ = (1, . . . , 1).

Remark A.3. In Definition A.1, one can replace the ground field by another non-Archimedean
normed algebra.

Definition A.4. An affinoid algebra is a quotient of the Tate algebra by a closed ideal.

One can show that Tate algebras and more general affinoid algebras are Noetherian, see [BGR84,
p.222]. One can define the dual notion “affinoid domain Sp(A)”, see [Bos14], [BGR84] for more
details. The set of Λ-points of the spectrum of Tate algebra Λ〈x1, . . . , xm〉ρ is the set of elements
(a1, . . . , am) ∈ Λm such that |ai|T ≤ ρi. We will formally work with affinoid algebras, but urge the
reader to keep the geometric picture in mind. Throughout the appendix, we will emphasize if a
point x ∈ Sp(A) is a Λ-point, but for the rest of the paper we drop the adjective Λ, assuming this
implicitly.

Given affinoid algebra A, and f, g ∈ A, without common zeroes in Sp(A), one can define subdomains
called Weierstrass domains, Laurent domains and rational domains. The Λ-points of the
Weierstrass domain is given by those points of Sp(A) such that |f(x)|T ≤ 1. Similarly, Laurent
domains are given by those satisfying |f(x)|T ≤ 1 and |g(x)|T ≥ 1, and rational domains are given
by those satisfying |f(x)|T ≤ |g(x)|T (only the last one requires no common zero assumption).
These correspond to affinoid algebras A〈w〉/(w − f), A〈w1, w2〉/(w1 − f, 1−w2g), and A〈w〉/(f −
wg), respectively. Morally, these algebras can be thought as “A〈f〉”, “A〈f, g−1〉”, and “A〈fg 〉”,

respectively. For more details see [Bos14], [BGR84]. Note that these notions are slightly more
general. For instance, for a finite number of functions fi, gj , the subdomain {|fi(x)|T ≤ 1, |gj(x)|T ≥
1} is still called a Laurent domain. One can also define subdomains by iterating these constructions.
These subdomains are called subdomains of special type.

Note that the affinoid subdomains are used to define the Grothendieck topology on affinoid do-
mains, so they are more comparable to open subsets than the closed immersions. We will only
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use subdomains of special type or subdomains obtained by iterating these constructions; therefore,
a subdomain will mean one of these. We refer the reader to [Bos14], [BGR84] for throughout
discussions of affinoid subdomains.

Next, we expand Example 2.19 and Example 2.20 given in Section 2.4 and show how they can be
realized as affinoid spaces:

Example A.5. Recall that for a < b ∈ R, Λ{zZ}[a,b] denotes the ring of series
∑

n∈Z anz
n, an ∈ Λ

such that valT (an) + nν → ∞ as n → ±∞, for every a ≤ ν ≤ b. In other words, this is the
ring of functions that converge at z ∈ Λ with valuation between a and b. The ring Λ{zZ}[a,b]
can be identified with the ring of functions on a Laurent subdomain of Sp(Λ〈z〉e−a), namely for
f(z) = T−az, g(z) = T−bz. The condition |f(z)|T ≤ 1 is equivalent to valT (z) ≥ a and the
condition |g(z)|T ≥ 1 is equivalent to valT (z) ≤ b. In other words,

(A.3) Λ{zZ}[a,b] = Λ〈z〉e−a〈w1, w2〉/(w1 − T−az, 1− w2T
−bz)

We denoted the spectrum of Λ{zZ}[a,b] by S[a,b], and its Λ-points are in correspondence with the
elements of Λ with T -adic valuation between a and b.

Example A.6 ([Abo14]). More generally, let V be a finite rank lattice, and let P ⊂ Hom(V,R)
be a convex, compact polytope defined by integral affine equations. In other words, there exists
v1, . . . , vk ∈ V and a1, . . . , ak ∈ R such that P is the set of points ν satisfying 〈ν, vi〉 ≤ ai. Let
Λ{zV }P denote the ring of series

∑
v∈V avz

v, av ∈ Λ such that valT (av)+ 〈ν, v〉 → ∞ for all ν ∈ P .

As mentioned, if SP denote the spectrum of Λ{zV }P , then the set of Λ-points of SP is given by
val−1

T (P ), where valT : Hom(V,Λ∗)→ Hom(V,R) is extended from the valuation.

By choosing coordinates on V , we obtain a positive cone V + on V (the set of vectors with non-
negative coordinates), and for each v ∈ V a decomposition v = v+ − v−, where v+, v− ∈ V +

(concretely we split v into its negative and positive parts). Consider the affinoid domain Λ〈zV +〉ρ
(where components ρj � 0). Let vc ∈ V + denote an element with all positive components (vc can
be taken to be (1, 1, . . . , 1) in the chosen basis). Also choose a small ε > 0. To obtain SP from the
spectrum of this domain, one puts the conditions

(A.4) 〈valT (z), vc〉 ≥ ε and 〈valT (z), vi〉 ≤ ai for i = 1, . . . , k

To explain these geometrically, recall that SP ⊂ Spec(Λ[zV ]) ⊂ Spec(Λ[zV
+

]) ∼= Ark(V )
Λ . As P is

compact, SP is also in Sp(Λ〈zV +〉ρ) for large ρ. Observe that the first condition in (A.4) cuts out

the part of Sp(Λ〈zV +〉ρ) ⊂ Ark(V )
Λ that is close to the zero. Other conditions cut the polytope P .

Note that, alternatively one could consider the variables (corresponding to basis elements of V )
and add a condition like the first one in (A.4). As we choose vc with all positive components and
cut out further, this does not make a difference.

Algebraically, one first takes the Weierstrass subdomain with algebra Λ〈zV +〉ρ〈w0〉/(w0 − T−εzvc)
of Λ〈zV +〉ρ. This inverts all zv, v ∈ V + in the process, so this domain is contained in Spec(Λ[zV ]) ∼=
Grk(V )
m,Λ . Then one takes the (iterated) Laurent subdomain with algebra

(A.5) Λ〈zV +〉ρ〈w0, w1 . . . wk〉/(w0 − T−εzvc , 1− wiT−aizvi |i = 1, . . . , k)

of the latter (zvi may not belong to the former algebra). Alternative is to take an iterated rational
subdomain

(A.6) Λ〈zV +〉ρ〈w0, w
′
1 . . . w

′
k〉/(w0 − T−εzvc , T aizv

−
i − w′izv

+
i |i = 1, . . . , k)
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(recall zv
±
i ∈ Λ〈zV +〉ρ). The equivalence of these is due to valT (zv

+
i ) − valT (zv

−
i ) = 〈valT (z), vi〉;

hence, valT (zv
+
i ) ≤ valT (T aizv

−
i ) iff valT (T−aizvi) ≤ 0. In short, the outcome does not change, in

both cases one obtains Λ{zV }P .

Our next goal is to prove a semi-continuity statement for the rank of chain complexes over affinoid
domains. More precisely:

Proposition A.7. Let (C, d) be a chain complex over Λ{zV }P = Oan(SP ) with finitely generated
cohomology, where P is a polytope as above which also contains 0 in its interior. Assume the derived
restriction of (C, d) to any Λ-point of S0 is acyclic. Then, there exists a smaller polytope P ′ ⊂ P
such that 0 ∈ int(P ′) and the derived restriction of (C, d) to Λ{zV }P ′ = Oan(SP ′) is acyclic.

First recall:

Fact A.8 (Weak Nullstellensatz for affinoid algebras, [BGR84, p. 263, Corollary 5], [Tem15, Fact
3.1.2.3]). If A is an affinoid algebra over Λ, i.e. a quotient of a Tate algebra, and f1, . . . , fk ∈ A
have no common zeroes among Λ-points of Sp(A), then f1, . . . , fk generate the unit ideal of A.

[BGR84] state this for Tate algebras only, but the statement we want follows immediately from
this. [Tem15] states the existence of a point over a finite extension of the ground field; however, as
Λ is algebraically closed, this gives us what we want.

We will also need:

Lemma A.9. If S is a smooth affinoid domain, then every chain complex of Oan(S)-modules
with finitely generated cohomology is quasi-isomorphic to a finite complex of finite rank projective
Oan(S)-modules.

Proof. The regular Noetherian ring Oan(S) has finite Krull dimension; hence, also finite projective
dimension. More precisely, since it is regular the Krull dimension agrees with the projective dimen-
sion at every maximal ideal, and therefore by [Lam99, (5.92) Theorem], the projective dimension
of Oan(S) is also bounded. In particular, every finitely generated module over Oan(S) has a finite
projective resolution, and this implies the statement of Lemma A.9 immediately. �

Note A.10. By [Ked04, Prop 6.5], finitely generated modules over Λ〈x1, . . . , xm〉ρ has finite free
resolutions, which implies the same for the complexes as in Lemma A.9. We believe, the same
holds for its affinoid subdomains such as SP , but we do not need this. Indeed, to show this one
only needs to be able extend coherent sheaves over SP to Sp(Λ〈x1, . . . , xm〉ρ), as then one can take
a free resolution of the extension and then restrict back.

Note A.11. Given affinoid domain A, a finite rank projective A-module E is locally free in the
affinoid topology too. Indeed, if E is projective, there exists ui, gi ∈ A, i = 1, . . . ,m such that∑
uigi = 1 and Egi is free over Agi (hence, Euigi is free over Auigi). By replacing gi by uigi,

we can assume
∑
gi = 1. This implies the Laurent domains {|gi| ≥ 1} cover Sp(A). Moreover,

A〈w〉/(1 − wgi) is an extension of Agi ; thus, the base change of E to A〈w〉/(1 − wgi) is also free.
Also observe that one can choose the (co)framing of Egi to be defined over A. In other words, one

can choose a map E → Ark(E) that become an isomorphism over the localization Agi . Therefore,
one can also choose the (co)framing of the base change of E to A〈w〉/(1−wgi) well-defined over A.

Lemma A.12. Let Sp(A) be an affinoid subdomain of SP (hence, Sp(A) ∩ SP ′ is a subdomain of
both Sp(A) and SP ′). Let f ∈ A be such that f is non-zero on the Λ-points of Sp(A) ∩ S0. Then,
there exists a small P ′ ⊂ P that contain 0 in its interior such that restriction of f to Sp(A)∩SP ′ is
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invertible and bounded away from 0. More precisely, there exists a small ε > 0 such that |f(x)|T ≥ ε
for all x ∈ Sp(A) ∩ SP ′.

Proof. Let AP denote the ring of functions on Sp(A)∩SP . By Fact A.8, the restriction of f to the
affinoid domain Sp(A)∩S0 is invertible, i.e. there is an analytic function u ∈ A0 = Oan(Sp(A)∩S0)
such that fu = 1. As |u(x)|T is bounded above, this implies |f(x)|T bounded away from 0 on
Sp(A) ∩ S0.

The rest of the argument is topological, and for this, it is convenient to use the language of Berkovich
spaces. See [Tem15] or [Bak08] for an introduction. In summary, the Berkovich spectrum Spb(A)
of the normed algebra A is the set of multiplicative semi-norms | · | on A that is bounded above
by the norm of A and that extend the norm | · |T on Λ. It refines the spectrum of maximal ideals
Sp(A) and the semi-norm corresponding to a Λ-point x is given by g 7→ |g(x)|T . It also has a
natural topology, which is the coarsest one making | · | 7→ |g| continuous for all g ∈ A. This space is
quasi-compact and Hausdorff. In particular, for u ∈ A0 above, | · | 7→ |u| has bounded image, and
there exists an a > 0 such that |f | ≥ a for all | · | ∈ Spb(A0). The set of | · | ∈ Spb(AP ) such that
|f | > a/2 is an open neighborhood of Spb(A0).

Let SberkP := Spb(Λ{zV }P ) and observe that valT extends to a continuous map trop : SberkP → P ⊂
Hom(V,R). Explicitly, one sends a semi-norm | · | to (v 7→ − log |zv|) ∈ Hom(V,R). Also note
that SberkP is homeomorphic to the product of Sberk0 and P . Indeed, given ν ∈ P , and g(z), let

g(T νz) denote the function obtained by replacing zv by T 〈ν,v〉zv. Given semi-norm | · | define trν | · |
by g 7→ |g(T νz)|. It is easy to see that trop(trν | · |) = 〈ν, v〉 + trop(| · |). Hence, P × Sberk0 →
SberkP , (ν, | · |) 7→ trν | · | is an homoemorphism with the obvious inverse.

Therefore, SberkP → P is a fibration, and there exists a small neighborhood 0 ∈ P ′ ⊂ P such that

the neighborhood of Spb(A0) ⊂ Spb(AP ) ⊂ SberkP that consists of | · | ∈ Spb(AP ) satisfying |f | > a/2
contains trop−1(P ′)∩ Spb(AP ). In other words, |f | > a/2 holds on trop−1(P ′)∩ Spb(AP ), and this
implies the desired result. �

Another affinoid version of a classical statement is the following:

Lemma A.13. If a finitely generated module M over an affinoid domain A restricts to 0 at every
Λ point of Sp(A), then M = 0.

Proof. Assume M 6= 0, and consider the proper ideal annA(M). This ideal is finitely generated,
and Fact A.8 implies it is contained in the maximal ideal of a Λ-point x. Combining this with
Nakayama lemma implies the restriction of M to x is also non-zero. �

Proof of Proposition A.7. By Lemma A.9, (C, d) is quasi-isomorphic to a complex of finite rank
projective Λ{zV }P -modules, and without loss of generality, assume (C, d) itself is such. Choose
gi as in Note A.11, i.e. satisfying

∑
gi = 1 and such that C is (degreewise) free on the Laurent

domains {|gi(x)|T ≥ 1} (and indeed even over the localization at gi).

One can show that the dimension of H(C|x, d|x) is equal to rank(C)−2rank(d|x). By assumption,
the complex is acyclic at every Λ-point x ∈ Hom(V,UΛ) = S0(Λ); thus, rank(d|x) is maximal and
equal to r := rank(C)/2. Choose a trivialization for C over each {|gi(x)|T ≥ 1} that extends to a

map Λ{zV }rk(C)
P → C on SP (possibly as a non-trivialization, see Note A.11). Hence, one can see

d as an upper triangular matrix and consider its set of minors of size r. The minors may not be
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defined over SP ; however, by multiplying them with gki , k � 0, we can ensure this holds (here it is
important that the trivialization is defined over the localization at gi rather than just the Laurent
domain). Let fij denote this set of (modified) minors.

For any Λ point x ∈ S0(Λ), some gi(x) 6= 0, and as rank(d|x) = r, some fij 6= 0; hence, gi(x)fij(x) 6=
0. Thus, gifij ∈ Λ{zV }P = Oan(SP ) has no common zeroes on S0. As a result, by Fact A.8 again,
there exists uij ∈ Λ{zV }0 = Oan(S0) such that

∑
uijgifij = 1. Each uij is a series in zv that does

not necessarily converge outside S0. However, we can replace each uij by a sufficiently large finite
partial sum u′ij , so that u :=

∑
u′ijgifij is close to 1 over S0. More precisely, the sup-norm of 1− u

is small and thus, |u(x)|T is bounded away from 0 for x ∈ S0. Being finite sums u′ij are defined
over SP ; thus, the same holds for u. On the other hand, by Lemma A.12, for a small neighborhood
P ′ ⊂ P of 0, |u(x)|T is bounded away from 0 for x ∈ SP ′(Λ). Say |u(x)|T ≥ a > 0.

Therefore, for every x ∈ SP ′(Λ), there exists i, j such that |u′ij(x)gi(x)fij(x)|T ≥ a. In particular,

gi(x) 6= 0 and the cofactor corresponding to fij is also non-vanishing at x. In other words, d|x has
rank r, and (C|x, d|x) is acyclic, for every Λ-point x ∈ SP ′(Λ). The spectral sequence argument in
Lemma 3.15 shows that the restriction of H(C, d) to x vanishes. This, combined with Lemma A.13,
implies Proposition A.7. �
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